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           MR. FRANKLIN:  Good evening and welcome.
  My name is Perry Franklin and I'll be serving as your
  facilitator for tonight's meeting.  We also want to
  thank you for being flexible with your scheduling as
  last week we had to reschedule of course, as you know,
  and we thank you for coming back tonight.  If I could
  ask everyone to silence their cell phones that would
  be great as we have a large number of individuals in
  this room.  Also, if I could ask you in advance if
  there are any conversations, if you could just take
  those into the hall.  We'd like to minimize any room
  noise as there will be a lot of important information
  disseminated this evening.
           At this time it is my pleasure to call to the
  podium an individual I'm sure most of you know.
  Ms. Mimi Drew is the Natural Resource Trustee
  representative for the State of Florida.  Mimi.
           MS. DREW:  Thank you, Perry.  Well, thanks,
  everybody, for turning out.  This is really exciting
  to have such a great turnout.  And as Perry mentioned,
  we're really sorry about last week.  It was totally
  out of our control.  You know, Commissioner Robinson
  was sending me pictures of what was going on over here
  during the worst of it, so I think it was probably a
  good decision that we stayed home.  But thank you for
  coming out tonight.  I see a lot of familiar faces.
  Some of you have been with us for the last several
  years trying to work our way through this process, so
  it's good to have you here to help us get to the final
  culmination on a lot of these projects.
           This particular group of projects represents
  a culmination of lots of months of discussion across
  the Panhandle with local governments, with citizens
  like yourselves at many public meetings.  Each of the
  eight disproportionately-affected counties have at
  least one project.  In some cases, you move toward the
  west, there are more projects to represent the
  disproportionately-affected counties in the western
  corridor.  We've got projects that range from resource
  improvement such as oysters and scallops; we have
  habitat improvement projects; recreational projects;
  we have a hatchery here in the City of Pensacola;
  we have wildlife viewing; we have opportunities for
  better boating, fishing, a lot of things that we heard
  from you-all as we moved through the public
  discussions over the last couple of years.
           So the projects that are proposed tonight are
  proposed to offset the kind of injury that we know to
  have happened from the Deepwater Horizon explosion.
  It's not the final settlement, but it's an early
  restoration.  There will be a final settlement at some
  point, either through the courts or in some other way,
  but at this point tonight we're here to talk about
  early restoration and the projects that you see
  represented on the wall in the back.
           I've seen some elected officials in the
  audience.  I want to thank you for coming here
  tonight.  In the interest of time we're probably not
  going to be able to introduce everybody, but I did
  want to have someone say a few words for you who's
  been a really good friend to us, worked with the
  trustees over the last couple of years and really
  promoted a lot of the good projects.  So I'm going to
  close by asking Commissioner Grover Robinson to come
  up and just say a few words.  Thank you.
           COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:  Mimi, thank you, and
  I would say welcome to all our fellow NRDA trustees.
  Welcome to sunny Florida, where I know last week we
  had a little bit of a frozen accumulation.  It's been
  37 years in Escambia County since we've had frozen
  accumulation, so you see the Deepwater Horizon spill
  just keeps giving.  But, anyways, we're certainly glad
  to have you here.  We're certainly glad to host you
  here at an Escambia County facility.  For those of you
  who don't know, the restrooms are right through this
  door here, men's and women's on each side if you need
  them, and please go through any other facilities you
  need.  Of course, the entrance is right out there
  where you came in from the parking lot.  Anything else
  you need, we're certainly happy to help, but we
  certainly appreciate you being here today.
           There are a lot of important things that
  we're going to be talking about today obviously in
  seeing some projects come to fruition.  I think Mimi
  said this at the top.  This is only one component of
  what is going to be happening with restoration in
  Northwest Florida or the entire Gulf of Mexico.  There
  are many other things that are going to be part of
  this process.  So this is a long process we're going
  to be going through, but this is the NRDA process.
  Some of the things I'm very excited about we'll talk
  about that are going to happen here in Escambia
  County, but there are many other things, if they don't
  make this round it's not the end of what's going to
  happen with the restoration project.  So I want to
  make sure everybody is very clear that there are a lot
  of things going forward.
           I did just want to recognize, I appreciate my
  chairman being here, Lumon May from the Escambia
  County Commission, and also our Mayor of Pensacola,
  Ashton Hayward.  I also see the Mayor of Destin, Sam
  Seevers.  I'm sure if I've missed a couple of other
  people I apologize as I was looking through here, but
  I did want to recognize them.  But thank you very much
  for attending.  I'm going to turn it back over to Mimi
  and let you-all enjoy the facility and we're going to
  look forward to speaking.
           MS. DREW:  Thank you very much.  I'm going to
  break my rule and invite Mayor Hayward to say a few
  words considering we are in his home town.
           MAYOR HAYWARD:  Well, I just want to say good
  evening and welcome everyone to Pensacola.  This has
  been a big process since April of 2010.  We've all
  been impacted by the BP oil spill.  And I do want to
  thank Commissioner Robinson.  He's been a big champion
  working with NRDA.  And, Mimi, you've been fantastic
  on representing our great state and, of course,
  Northwest Florida.  I can't say enough, and I look
  forward to tonight's conversation.  So thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  So thank you, Commissioner,
  thank you, Mayor, for having us here tonight.  As Mimi
  said, we're here to hear from you.  We have a court
  reporter with us tonight who will be taking copious
  notes of all of the comments stated here tonight.
  We also have with us a sign language interpreter.
  Is there anyone in this room that is in need of sign
  language assistance?  Anyone who has joined us who
  will need sign language assistance for this meeting?
  Okay, thank you.
           We also have a Spanish interpreter here.
           (Announcement in Spanish by the interpreter).
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  As you came in,
  along the rear of the room there were project fact
  sheets.  I invite you if you didn't pick up a project
  fact sheet on your way in, if you learn about a
  project that you want to hear more about or learn more
  about you can pick up one of those project fact sheets
  when you exit the meeting tonight.
           There are also blue cards.  Everyone should
  have signed in on a blue card.  If you missed that
  when you came in, please let us know that you were
  here tonight on your way out and sign in on a blue
  card.  Something very important on the blue card,
  there's a question that says, "Do you wish to make a
  statement at this meeting at the microphone," and
  there was a "yes" or "no."  If you said "yes," I
  already have your card in hand.  If you said "no,"
  but after listening to tonight's presentation change
  your mind, just simply raise your hand and we have
  individuals circulating who will check you off
  properly so that I can bring you forward when we get
  to Part 2, and the most important portion of tonight's
  meeting, which is the public comment portion.
           The entire Draft PEIS is a very large
  document.  Magically, it's on this disc.  If you would
  like a copy of this disc, you can ask for one on your
  way out.  There were some available on your way in.
  That information is here for you as well as on the
  Internet.  If you don't want to go through all that
  information I would call your attention to this
  executive summary.  In about 12 pages it really
  presents a very good overview of that entire PEIS,
  that Draft PEIS.  And so this is also outside at the
  table for your convenience.  Lots of good information
  here.  Many, many subject matter experts here to
  assist you.
           This meeting will be much like most NRDA
  meetings held in the past.  The first portion there
  will be a presentation to bring everyone up to speed,
  and the second portion and most important portion of
  tonight's meeting is when any of you would like to
  make verbal comment, and I will call you up if you
  would like to do that.
           There's one date that I need everyone to
  remember and that's February 19.  That's the date that
  public comment will close on this portion of the NRDA
  process.  Additionally, in the hall -- if you don't
  want to make a verbal comment, in the hall there's a
  computer logged into the Internet and we have a staff
  person there who can help you if you need assistance
  to get your comment into the public record if this is
  not an appropriate venue for you.  Also at the sign-in
  table there was this form.  If you want to take this
  with you and give thought to your public comment, feel
  free to take this with you.  And you can mail this in,
  you can e-mail it in, and there's information on here
  on how to do that.
           So there's multiple ways to get your comment
  into the record.  You can come forward, you can take
  one of these forms with you, you can take one of these
  forms and fill it out and give it right back to us,
  you can go out on the computer right outside or you
  can go online at your convenience.  Just remember the
  February 19 deadline for public comment.
           Okay.  We have a lot of information to cover
  tonight.  So at this time I'd like to bring up our
  first presenter, Debora McClain.  She is the
  Department of the Interior's Deputy Case Manager for
  the Deepwater Horizon Natural Resource Damage
  Assessment.  Debora has many years of experience
  working on NRDAs, including the Exxon-Valdez oil
  spill.  Debora.
           MS. McCLAIN:  I have to be a little taller so
  everyone in the back can see me.
           Thank you, Perry.  Good evening, everyone.
  Thank you for joining us this evening.  We'll be
  covering a lot of information this evening.  First
  I'll give you a short overview of Natural Resource
  Damage Assessment, commonly referred to as NRDA.
  We'll spend much of our time tonight talking about
  what's contained in the draft early restoration
  document which was released to the public on
  December 6, 2013.  I'll provide information about the
  major components of that document, the Draft
  Programmatic Early Restoration Plan, the Draft Early
  Restoration Programmatic Environmental Impact
  Statement, the Draft Phase III Early Restoration Plan
  proposed projects.  After the presentation I'll turn
  the meeting back over to Perry who will facilitate the
  public comment portion.
           The Oil Pollution Act of 1990, adopted after
  the Exxon-Valdez, includes this objective of NRDA:
  To make the environment and public whole for injury
  to natural resources and services resulting from
  an incident involving a discharge or substantial
  threat of discharge of oil.  That's why we're here
  tonight, because from the time of the Deepwater
  Horizon oil spill the trustees have been working to
  make the public and the environment whole.  So let me
  tell you who we are and give you a little bit more
  information about NRDA.
           So who are the trustees?  The trustees of
  the public entities responsible for determining injury
  and restoration needed to achieve the NRDA objective
  of making the public and the environment whole.  The
  trustees for this case are the states of Alabama,
  Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas, and four
  federal entities, the Department of the Interior,
  Department of Commerce as represented by the National
  Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the U. S.
  Department of Agriculture, and the Environmental
  Protection Agency.
           The trustees rely on science to determine
  both injury and restoration necessary to make the
  public and the environment whole.  So how do we do
  this?  First we determine the kind of injury caused
  and the amount of injury that occurred to natural
  resources and their services.
           What do we mean by natural resources?  We
  mean wetlands, marshes, beaches, wildlife, water
  quality, oyster beds, near-shore reefs and many more.
           What do we mean by natural resource services?
  Natural resource services include the ecological and
  recreational services that natural resources provide.
  Examples of ecological services include wildlife
  provided by coastal marshes, fish nurseries provided
  by coastal wetlands, fish habitat provided by reefs,
  and erosion reduction provided by coastal vegetation.
  Recreational use services include such things as
  beach-going and recreation provided by clean beaches,
  canoeing and kayaking provided by rivers and
  estuaries.  The cost of the entire NRDA process, the
  injury assessment and the restoration is borne by
  BP and other responsible parties.
           So there are three basic stages of a NRDA.
  We have the preassessment phase, an injury assessment
  and restoration planning phase, and restoration
  implementation.  So from the time the oil started to
  flow, the trustees were out in force capturing data as
  part of this preassessment phase.  We are concurrently
  in injury assessment and restoration planning, and
  because of early restoration we are also in
  restoration implementation.
           Normally an injury assessment is followed by
  a claim and a settlement.  We then go into the
  restoration planning before we move into restoration
  implementation.  Although we're here tonight talking
  about early restoration proposed projects, I want to
  assure you that the trustees are still conducting
  injury assessment.  We have a unique opportunity due
  to the agreement in April of 2011 where BP agreed to
  provide up to a billion dollars prior to our injury
  assessment and restoration planning being complete.
           Early restoration is unique.  It allows us to
  start the restoration implementation prior to
  completing our injury assessment.  But it also
  presents certain challenges, because it's concurrent
  with the development of the trustees' potential
  litigation claim.  The trustees must balance the need
  to protect our potential litigation with the need to
  inform you, the public, of ongoing activities.
           As many of you are probably already aware,
  the billion dollars will be split equitably between
  the five Gulf states, DOI and NOAA, with the remaining
  $300 million set aside for state-sponsored projects
  which will be selected by DOI and NOAA.  Now, it's
  important to remember, BP did not provide a lump-sum
  billion dollars.  Rather, the funds are made available
  as projects are approved.
           So this graphical representation, which is in
  the draft document, shows how the selection process
  works.  The trustees have been soliciting project
  ideas which are then screened.  In order for the
  projects to make it through the screening process and
  move forward, they must meet certain criteria
  contained within the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 and the
  Early Restoration Framework Agreement.  Projects that
  make it through the screening process must then be
  negotiated with BP, which is required as part of the
  Early Restoration Framework Agreement.  We negotiate
  with BP on two main points:  How much the proposal
  costs and what benefits they will provide.
  Additionally, the negotiations with BP include how
  those projects and the benefits they provide will fit
  into the final claim.  Ultimately the trustees do
  guide this process.
           After negotiations with BP, the trustees must
  decide whether to include the projects in a draft
  early restoration plan.  The trustees then draft the
  plan on the proposed projects, which includes an
  analysis of the environmental impact.  This is what we
  commonly call the NEPA analysis.  The draft plan is
  then released to the public, which is then followed by
  a public comment period.  That's why we're here
  tonight.  After considering all the public comments
  and making any necessary changes to the draft
  documents, the Draft Programmatic Plan with PEIS will
  be finalized with the Phase III plan integrated
  within.
           A Record of Decision, which is commonly
  referred to as an ROD, will be issued and published
  after the document is finalized.  The ROD will
  identify the programmatic alternative and the
  Phase III projects that have been selected.
  As required by the framework agreement, project
  stipulations must then be agreed to by both BP and the
  trustees and then filed with the court.  Once that's
  been complete project implementation can begin.
           So to date, the trustees have used the early
  restoration funds for ten projects.  Phase I included
  eight projects in Alabama, Florida, Louisiana and
  Mississippi, and while some of those projects are
  complete, others are in various stages of
  implementation and monitoring.  The total cost of
  Phase I was approximately $62 million.
           Phase II included two projects, one for
  nesting habitats for beach nesting birds, and the
  other reduces artificial lighting impacts on nesting
  habitat for sea turtles.  Both of those projects are
  currently being implemented and the approximate total
  cost of that was $9 million.
           So with the Phase I and Phase II projects
  underway the trustees wanted to continue the early
  restoration momentum.  On May 6, 2013, the trustees
  published a notice of intent to consider 28 future
  early restoration projects.  On June 4, the trustees
  issued a notice of intent to prepare a programmatic
  environmental impact statement for a Phase III early
  restoration plan and early restoration project types
  and also to conduct scoping meetings.  The purpose of
  the PEIS for early restoration is to frame and help
  inform future early restoration action.
           During scoping we received over 4,000
  comments.  People commented on the types of projects
  we were considering, whether those projects met the
  NRDA criteria.  They commented on potential impacts of
  those projects, the need for more blue-water projects,
  the need for more monitoring, restoration of shallow
  water environment where people earn their living from
  oysters, crab, shrimping, and many more comments.
           The document, which was published on
  December 6, 2013, includes the Programmatic Early
  Restoration PEIS and much more as listed on the left
  side of this slide.  The drafters of the document had
  two objectives; first to describe the programmatic
  approach proposed by the trustees for addressing early
  restoration, and second to analyze a set of specific
  early restoration projects proposed by the trustees
  that are consistent with the programmatic alternative.
           By programmatic, we mean that the document
  conceptualizes projects and analyzes potential
  environmental effects across many early restoration
  project types.  Those types include creating or
  improving wetlands, restoring barrier islands and
  beaches, restoring and protecting bird, fish, turtle
  and other wildlife habitat, enhancing recreational
  experiences and many more.  The programmatic approach
  is described in the draft document.
           In the Draft Programmatic Early Restoration
  Plan, 12 early restoration project types and four
  alternatives, which I'll talk about in a minute, are
  considered.  The PEIS evaluates direct, indirect and
  cumulative effects of potential early restoration
  project types.  Cumulative effects means the combined
  effects of all of those actions.  The PEIS will also
  inform the trustees on planning future early
  restoration plans.  Finally, the document evaluates
  the projects the trustees propose in the Phase III
  Draft Early Restoration Plan which is integrated into
  the draft document.  This was done to take advantage
  of the NEPA analysis by analyzing -- or NEPA
  efficiency by analyzing the projects in the same
  document which will hopefully get those projects to
  implementation as quickly as possible.
           A partial list of the projects was announced
  in the Federal Register on May 6, 2013.  The trustees
  indicated that we would consider other projects if we
  could negotiate agreement with BP early enough in the
  document preparation process.  This added another
  16 projects for a total of 44 projects.  The draft
  document also includes site-specific environmental
  reviews for the proposed projects.
           So the trustees identified these 12 early
  restoration project types, which are broken into two
  categories.  The first category is contribute to
  restoring habitats and living coastal and marine
  resources, the second one being contribute to
  providing and enhancing recreational opportunities.
  So based on the identification of the project types,
  the trustees developed four proposed alternatives.
           Alternative 1 is take no action.  We're
  required by law to include an alternative that
  describes what would happen if we took no action and
  waited until after the NRDA claim and settlement were
  complete before implementing any restoration projects.
  The no-alternative action -- or the no-action
  alternative, I'm sorry, is used as a benchmark to
  compare the other alternatives.
           Alternative 2 would be to only consider
  projects that include contributing to restoring
  habitat and living coastal and marine resources.
           Alternative 3 would only include project
  types that contribute to providing and enhancing
  recreational opportunities.
           The final alternative, Alternative 4,
  includes project types that contribute to both
  restoring habitat and living coastal and marine
  resources and contribute to providing and enhancing
  recreational opportunities.  So it's actually a
  combination of Alternative 2 and 3, and it's actually
  the preferred alternative.
           So the trustees are proposing a set of
  Phase III early restoration projects totaling
  approximately $627 million in estimated project costs,
  and that does include contingency funds.  As you can
  see from the slide, ecological projects account for
  63 percent of the total, and recreational account for
  37 percent of the total.  The specific project
  information and environmental analysis for these
  proposed Phase III projects are included in Chapters 8
  through 12 of the draft document.
           To talk about Florida's proposed projects
  in more detail, you're going to hear first from Gil
  McRae, the director of the Florida Fish and Wildlife
  Commission Fish and Wildlife Research Institute.
  Gil will then be followed by Lee Edmiston, manager
  of the Department of Environmental Protection
  Apalachicola Research Reserve.  After the Florida
  representatives present their projects, Amy Mathis,
  National Park Service Natural Resource Specialist,
  will present two DOI projects that are listed in -- or
  I'm sorry -- located in Florida.
           So I'll now turn it over to Gil.
           MR. GIL McRAE:  Good evening.  I'm about to
  grow six inches here if I stand up on this box.  I'm
  afraid I might fall off it.
           Well, good evening.  Thanks, Debora.  My job
  is to go over very briefly a few of the projects that
  are in this large group of projects.  I'm going to
  talk first about a few regional projects, and I'll go
  through them county by county.  It was the most
  logical way to organize some of the projects was by
  county.  Then I'll turn it over to Lee who will cover
  some of the eastern county projects.
           So a couple of regional projects.  There's
  a large oyster restoration project that focuses on
  cultching or shelling activities in Pensacola Bay and
  St. Andrews Bay.  Overall it's about 12,000 cubic
  yards of cultch material and over 60 acres in each bay
  system.  In Apalachicola Bay we'll be placing about
  18,000 cubic yards of cultch material over 90 acres.
  So significant oyster restoration projects in those
  three bays.
           We also have a very substantial artificial
  reef project that extends throughout the northern
  Gulf, Escambia, Santa Rosa, Okaloosa, Walton and Bay
  Counties, a combination of two general types of reef;
  an offshore, deeper water reef which is a structure
  placed on the bottom, and then something somewhat
  novel for some of the areas, a snorkeling reef which
  is closer to shore, which you can actually get in the
  water from the beach, snorkel out, and see the marine
  life on those near-shore reefs.
           The other regional project I'd like to
  highlight is the proposed scallop enhancement.
  Many of you are familiar with the success of our
  recreational scallop fishery in other parts of the
  state.  The bottom line with this project is to bring
  back those scallop populations in the northern Gulf to
  the point where they can sustain recreational scallop
  harvesting seasons.
           So getting now into Escambia County, I
  highlight a few projects here.  Perdido Key Dune
  Restoration project is nearly six miles long, six
  miles of dune.  Overall about 20 acres of degraded
  beach dune habitat will be restored.  Into the
  human use side of things, the Perdido Key State Park
  Boardwalk is going to be enhanced and refurbished.
  Six existing boardwalks will be replaced there.
           And then a project that's getting a lot of
  press here locally, the Gulf Coast Marine Fisheries
  Enhancement Center, a/k/a the Hatchery, is a project
  that's based in Escambia County, but is certainly
  regional in nature.  Its mission is to raise highly
  sought-after sports fish species and stock them in the
  northern Gulf to enhance fishing opportunities.
           The Bob Sikes Pier project is going to
  restore not only the pier, but also enhance parking
  and trail opportunities, including such amenities as
  solar lighting, modifications to the pier and rails,
  and renovation to the parking areas at Bob Sikes Pier
  on Santa Rosa Island.
           The big one, Big Lagoon State Park Boat Ramp
  will also be enhanced, adding an extra lane which
  should deal with some of the congestion issues there.
           Many of you are familiar with Project Green
  Shores here locally in Pensacola Bay.  This project is
  actually extending Project Green Shores by adding a
  Phase II element to that site and a new living
  shoreline at Sanders Beach.  Overall about 18.8 acres
  of saltmarsh habitat and 4 acres of reefs would be
  constructed in this project.
           Moving on to Santa Rosa County, at Navarre
  Beach Park Coastal Access and Dune Restoration
  project.  There's going to be two beach access
  boardwalks put in from the existing pavilion, a new
  canoe and kayak launch, and also restoration of a
  one-acre parcel of degraded dune habitat.
           The Navarre Beach Park Gulfside Walkover
  Complex will create a walkover to prevent any damage
  to the sensitive habitats there and improve access
  conditions, and similar projects at the Gulf Breeze
  Wayside Park Boat Ramp project in terms of enhancing
  access and protecting habitat.
           Another interesting project we have in Santa
  Rosa County is the Enhanced Recreational Opportunity
  project on Escribano Point.  This is a parcel that the
  state recently acquired through another settlement
  akin to the oil spill.  It's a great opportunity to
  merge these two projects, NRDA and that settlement,
  which was from MOEX, and essentially restore habitat
  on that parcel which will be integrated into FWC's
  Yellow River Wildlife Management Area, essentially
  going to improve access and create opportunity for
  some primitive camping, fishing and wildlife viewing
  opportunities on Escribano Point.
           Moving on to Okaloosa County, Norriego Point
  Restoration and Recreation project.  The purpose of
  this project is to protect, stabilize, and reestablish
  the recreational opportunities at Norriego Point.
  Two new embankments will provide additional swimming
  areas as well as more space for boats and kayaks to
  pull in.  Other facilities will include a picnic
  pavilion, restroom, shower, multi-use trail, bike
  racks and other amenities.
           The proposed Northwest Florida Estuarine
  Habitat Restoration Protection and Education project
  is on Fort Walton Beach.  This project is going to
  create an educational and interactive boardwalk
  approximately 8,400 feet long which would allow public
  access to areas of Santa Rosa Sound.
           And on to Walton County.  Improvements at
  Deer Lake State Park, and also several areas of Walton
  County boardwalks and dune crossovers.  Ultimately six
  locations will get dune crossovers that again protect
  habitat and provide access enhancements.
           And then there are two boat ramp projects,
  one of several boat ramp projects that you will hear
  about.  Lee is going to talk about the remainder of
  them.  I'll just highlight two here in Walton County,
  Choctaw Beach and Lafayette Creek.  In both cases,
  these are existing boat ramps that are going to be
  enhanced through use of these NRDA funds.
           And now I'll turn it over to Lee.  He's going
  to talk about some of the projects in the eastern
  counties.
           MR. EDMISTON:  Thanks, Gil.  Moving eastward,
  I want to talk about projects in Bay County.  We have
  the Panama City Marina.  It will be construction of a
  fishing pier at the marina, improvements to the boat
  ramp there, and also improvements to the staging
  docks.  The fishing pier will be approximately a
  400-foot-long pier at the marina.
           Some other improvements to boat ramps in Bay
  County, the City of Parker at the Earl Gilbert dock
  and boat ramp.  This project will improve existing
  dock and expand existing parking at the boat ramp at
  this location.
           At the St. Andrews Marina in Panama City,
  a project would add boat slips, replace the boat ramp,
  and replace a fixed wooden dock with a concrete
  floating dock at that location.
           In the City of Mexico Beach we would remove
  and replace 18 existing finger piers, replace the
  existing retaining wall and replace the boardwalk dock
  with a concrete surface and we would increase the
  width of existing Mexico Beach canal/boat ramp.
           And then in the City of Parker right before
  you get to Tyndall Air Force Base, there's a proposed
  pier project.  Fishing pier would be 400 to 500 feet
  long at that location for increasing fishing, and
  especially adding fishing opportunities for some of
  the military people there at Tyndall.
           In Franklin County we have five Franklin
  County parks that we would be enhancing.  They include
  on the Apalachicola River adding additional docks at
  Abercrombie Boat Launch facility.  In the City of
  Apalachicola, the waterfront park, we would enhance
  parking, adjacent tie-up docks.  In addition, they
  have an on-site building that we would enhance to
  serve as an information center and a dockmaster
  office.
           In Eastpoint, Florida, the Indian Creek Park
  project would construct restroom facilities, connect
  them to existing central wastewater system, and repair
  the dock and the bulkheads at that site.  And then
  in Eastpoint also, the existing fishing pier, which is
  the remnants of the old St. George Island bridge, we
  would add a restroom facility to that fishing pier to
  enhance it.  And on the other side of the bay, on the
  St. George Island side, that fishing pier, we would
  add a restroom and we would repair the bulkhead at the
  base of that fishing pier.
           Other projects in Franklin County include
  Ball Point State Park.  We would construct picnic
  pavilions, boardwalks, a restroom along with aerobic
  treatment system, and we would also have a boardwalk
  and floating dock to produce this kayak/canoe launch.
           In Apalachicola, the Apalachicola River
  Wildlife and Environmental Area, we would construct
  a boardwalk at Sand Beach and we would also construct
  a fishing and wildlife observation structure at
  Cash Bayou.  And then in Eastpoint also we would add
  a living shoreline project at the Cat Point site and
  this would construct about a three-tenths of a mile
  breakwater.  Behind it we would create one acre of
  marsh to protect the shoreline.
           In Gulf County there are six projects that we
  would be doing.  The Highland View boat ramp and the
  Indian Pass boat ramp, we would repair and enhance
  existing boat ramps, replace the existing access and
  termination piers, and then at Highland View we would
  also improve the parking.
           At Beacon Hill Veterans Memorial Park we
  would construct pavilions, restroom, a nature trail,
  parking area, and a small amphitheater.  And then at
  Windmark Beach area in Gulf County we would construct
  a new fishing pier to increase fishing opportunities.
           In the City of Port St. Joe, the Frank Pate
  boat ramp, would also construct additional boarding
  dock, boat trailer parking, an access drive and
  staging area and a fish-cleaning station.
           The Sea Grass Recovery project occurs
  primarily in St. Joe Bay, in the St. Joe Bay Aquatic
  Preserve, with also alternative sites if needed in
  St. Andrews Aquatic Preserve in Bay County and
  Alligator Harbor Aquatic Preserve in Franklin County.
  And what we would be doing in the project would be
  surveying and restoring up to two acres of prop scars
  in those areas that have not healed themselves.  And
  if you're not aware of prop scars, in areas where boom
  was deployed during the oil spill was a big problem
  with regard to impacts.  So this would be up to two
  acres of replacement and repair of prop scars in these
  areas.  This would also include a boater outreach
  education component, shallow sea grass signage, and
  updating existing signage and buoys to protect the
  sea grass areas.
           And then finally in Wakulla County we have
  three projects.  One is the Shell Point Beach
  Renourishment project, which is placing approximately
  15,000 cubic yards of sand on an existing beach that's
  eroded away.  This would be from an approved Upland
  Borough site.  It would be about a mile of beach at
  a county park with an area of about four and a half
  acres.
           The Wakulla County Mashes Sands Improvement
  project would take Wakulla County County Park and
  construct observation platforms, boardwalks, walking
  paths, improve the boat ramp area and picnic areas,
  renovate the -- oh, I'm sorry -- and also construct a
  canoe/kayak launch.
           And then in the City of St. Marks in Wakulla
  County, we would add a boarding dock to the existing
  City of St. Marks boat ramp.
           And I'll turn it over to Amy at this point.
           MS. AMY MATHIS:  Thanks, Lee.  So Gulf
  Islands National Seashore has two projects in Florida
  on this round of -- oh -- I'll just tell you about
  them.  The first is what we call the Beach Enhancement
  Project, but it's an asphalt removal project.  If
  anyone has ever driven on Fort Pickens or Santa Rosa
  Island, they have probably seen pieces of asphalt that
  have been there since 1995 from several hurricanes
  that have impacted the area.  It's about a 14-mile
  stretch of barrier islands that has the stuff on it,
  altogether about 2,000 acres, and hundreds of acres
  within that are contaminated with asphalt and then
  also the aggregate road-based material.  Let's see,
  it's on open beaches.  It's also in the densely
  vegetated areas and in the sub-tidal and inner tidal
  zone.
           The cleanup would in open beach areas use
  push-behind mechanical sifters to get the stuff off
  the ground.  In areas where there is a lot of
  vegetation they would use hand tools to pick the stuff
  up.  And in the subtidal and inner tidal zone they
  would use a backhoe with a sifter to lift.  Time
  frame-wise, on land no work would be done between
  March 15 and August 15 because this is the height of
  both the tourist season and the bird nesting season,
  and the in-water work would not be done between
  March 15 and November 15 because that's the height of
  turtle season altogether.
           It's expected to take about five years to get
  the project complete, and that includes four years for
  the actual implementation and then about another year
  to restore the vegetation that we would damage through
  the project.  The benefits of the project include the
  removal of foreign objects and also improving the
  visitor use experience by making it prettier and less
  foreign materials in your way.
           The other project that we have is the Gulf
  Islands National Seashore Ferry project and that is a
  project that would have three different ferry docks,
  one near Plaza de Luna area of Pensacola, one at
  Quietwater Beach in Pensacola Beach, and one at Fort
  Pickens on Gulf Islands National Seashore.  The one at
  Fort Pickens has already been built.  And this project
  specifically would purchase two to three ferries to
  put into that rotation.
           Let's see, the contribution of the ferries
  would make the ferry operation more financially
  feasible in the long run.  And the new docks and
  passenger facilities are still needed, but a
  feasibility study is underway.  The current thinking
  is that it will probably run six to seven days per
  week through the height of the tourist season and it's
  three loops per day.  That would probably be scaled
  back during the winter and shoulder seasons depending
  on demand.  The benefits for this project are a new
  visitor experience for people who visit Gulf Islands
  and for people in the area, and also an alternative
  transportation means in the event of more road
  closures in Fort Pickens.
           And those are the two Gulf Islands projects.
  I'll turn it back over to Debora.
           MS. McCLAIN:  Thank you, Amy.  Okay, so
  what's next?  As Perry said, the public comment period
  is open through February 19, so you have a couple more
  weeks.  The trustees will review and consider all
  comments that we received, will finalize the plan,
  and then issue our record of decision.  Project
  stipulations will then be negotiated with BP and filed
  with the court.  The final Programmatic Early
  Restoration Plan and Programmatic Environmental Impact
  Statement will be released with the Phase III Early
  Restoration Plan integrated within.  This document
  will also include a summary of the trustee responses
  and consideration of the public comments that we
  receive.  The trustees will move as quickly as
  possible to finalize the draft document.  Once that
  has been complete, the document will be released and
  will be available on the trustee Web site and in local
  libraries.
           So again, you can make your comments public
  -- verbally here tonight at the microphone.  You can
  turn them in, in writing, and mail them.  You can use
  the computer that is out in the hallway to go online
  and make your comment.  You can mail your comments to
  the address shown here on the screen.  You can go onto
  this Web site which will take you to the public portal
  comment section.  Whatever way you choose, please
  remember to do so by February 19.  We want to hear
  what you have to say.
           Again, I would like to thank you for joining
  us here tonight.  This is a phenomenal crowd.  We're
  glad you made it out here and we're excited to hear
  what you have to say.  So I will turn the mike back
  over to Perry.  Thank you very much.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Okay.  So that was a lot of
  information.  And now we want to get to the part of
  the meeting that I think many of you have come for and
  that is to give your public comment.
           At this time I would like to introduce
  members of our listening table who are both federal
  and state trustees or trustee representatives.  First
  we have Ms. Mimi Drew, who you've already heard from,
  Natural Resource Trustee for Florida.
           Jennifer Fitzwater is the Fish and Wildlife
  Commission Gulf Restoration Coordinator.
           Next is Debora McClain.  We've already heard
  from Ms. McClain, the NRDA Trustee Representative
  Department of Interior Deputy Case Manager.
           From the Environmental Protection Agency, the
  Trustee Representative is LaKeshia Robertson, Trustee
  Representative and Partnership Team Lead.
           From the U. S. Department of Agriculture,
  Henry Burk, Trustee Representative and State Resource
  Conservationist.
           Here representing NOAA we have Lori Rounds,
  Trustee Representative, Habitat Restoration
  Specialist.
           I would like to remind each of you in order
  to make verbal comment, prior to coming forward I need
  to call your name.  Is there anyone who signed in on
  a blue card who said at that time they did not want to
  make public comment at the microphone, but would like
  to do so at this time?  If you'll just leave your hand
  up, we'll get an individual to you to get you on that
  list.
           We will call individuals up two at a time.
  We have quite a few speakers tonight.  The first
  individual will give their comments.  The second
  individual will be in the area behind that individual.
  Before the next person comes up, I'll call the next
  person, so we'll keep two people going at any one
  time.
           When we began tonight I asked a question, are
  there any individuals who are in need of sign language
  assistance?  Are there any individuals who have joined
  us since the beginning of tonight's meeting who will
  need assistance to give their public comment?  Thank
  you.
           I would also like to ask the same question in
  Spanish.
           (Announcement in Spanish by the interpreter).
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Okay.  Because we have a
  number of speakers, we're going to limit your comments
  to three minutes.  Some people have driven many miles
  to be here tonight and we want to give everyone who
  wishes to speak an opportunity to do so.  When you
  begin speaking, that monitor that's now placed on the
  listening table will be green for two and a half
  minutes.  It will turn a faint yellow at two minutes
  and 30 seconds, and when it hits red, that will end
  your three minutes and I'll ask you if you will to
  please take your seat so that the next person can come
  forward.  I thank you in advance for your cooperation.
           I'd also let you know that we probably have
  enough cards for about two hours of public comments.
  So if you heard what you're intending to say, I still
  invite you to come up because this is your opportunity
  to give public comment, but we have many individuals
  who would like to give public comment as well.
           So let's go ahead and begin.  The first
  individual forward, Glen Conrad, followed by Sam
  Seevers, Mayor Seevers.  And if you'll just give your
  comments to the listening table.  I'm just on the
  side.
           MR. GLEN CONRAD:  Okay, thank you.  It's good
  to talk to you tonight.  I'm glad that you're here and
  I look forward to doing this public comment period.
           My name is Glen Conrad.  I'm a native
  Pensacolian, long-time fisherman, diver.  I have a few
  other afflictions that involve wildlife in the area,
  but I'm here tonight representing myself.  I want to
  say first off that I think this project here, which
  has the most interest from me right now, is a very
  good idea.  I really hope that the City of Pensacola
  supports that.  So up front I'm very supportive of
  your efforts, and I appreciate the trustees taking the
  last couple of years to review, as I understand -- I
  read most of the PEIS, which was a long set of
  reading, but I understand you reviewed several hundred
  proposals and this boils down to one of the
  44 preferred alternatives.  So thank you for going
  through all that trouble.
           I have a couple of questions for the trustees
  if I may.  Is there anything else that we need to do
  here in Pensacola in order to get this project
  started?
           MR. FRANKLIN:  No, sir.  This is not a
  question-and-answer session.  This is a listening
  session.  So if you'll put your question in the form
  of a comment.
           MR. CONRAD:  So I guess in terms of a comment
  now, the way I understand it as it's been explained
  here is this project has already been approved, at
  least by the trustees.  There's some negotiations that
  have to go on and we have until -- the city has until
  sometime after February 19 to close the deal, so to
  speak, to agree to the partnership and using the local
  land, and then this project will go forward.  I mean,
  as it stands right now, short of some action here in
  the community and renegotiations on the record of
  decision, this is a done deal.  Is that -- I think
  that's my comment.  I'm not sure that was made with
  clarity here in the presentation tonight, so probably
  follow up with that comment and I'll just make that
  assumption unless you shake your heads violently the
  other way.
           MS. McCLAIN:  I would just suggest you get
  with one of the staff.
           MR. CONRAD:  To clarify that?  Very good.
  All right.  Well, thank you.  That's all I have.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you so much.  Is Mayor
  Seevers still with us?
           MAYOR SEEVERS:  Good evening, ladies and
  gentlemen.  Sorry I'm talking so loud.  It's truly
  an honor and a privilege to be here tonight in front
  of you.  I am here to speak on behalf of the Norriego
  Point stabilization.  Norriego Point is a regional
  landmark and a traditional favorite for Destinites,
  recreational boaters, beach-goers.  Historically this
  piece of land has been a landmark in our region for
  years, ever since 1835 when Leonard Destin arrived in
  the City of Destin.
           The results of the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil
  spill drove recreational fishermen, boaters and
  beach-goers away from Destin for an entire season and
  deprived thousands of visitors and locals alike of
  their fishing, boating, beaching, swimming enjoyment
  on and around Norriego Point.  This was a dramatic
  decrease in the economy in Destin as well as the
  county as a whole since Destin provides for 67 percent
  of the tourism industry in Okaloosa County.
           The purpose of the project, though, has been
  submitted to you, is to provide additional beach and
  boat access, open space, recreational opportunities
  along the Destin Harbor and Destin East Pass.
  The project site will be managed only for the
  conservation, protection, and enhancement of natural
  resources and for outdoor recreation that is
  compatible with the conservation, protection, and
  enhancement of that actual site.  This is in keeping
  with the deed covenants that state that Norriego Point
  be used in perpetuity solely and exclusively for
  public park and recreational purposes.
           The Norriego Point project will restore over
  eight acres of recreational beach.  Once stabilized,
  the city can establish the Norriego Point recreational
  area, a low-impact park with amenities to serve
  thousands of sunbathers, boaters who recreate on the
  point each year.  The increased stabilization
  shoreline will provide additional swimming areas,
  space for watercraft access and beach-goers.  The new
  low-impact park will serve as a rest area for kayakers
  as the State of Florida's Greenway Paddling Trail
  Segment Two passes along Norriego Point.  Potential
  facilities include a picnic pavilion, restroom,
  showers, as stated before, but it will also increase
  access for those with disability.  The dunes will be
  restored and revegetated with sea oats.  Upon
  completion this restoration and recreational project
  will permanently optimize the public recreational use
  of Norriego point.
           There will be added benefits for this project
  as well as for the Destin Harbor in assuring that the
  Destin fishing fleet, one of the largest fishing
  fleets in Florida and arguably the largest in the
  nation, has a safe and ample passageway from the
  Destin Harbor to the East Pass.  The fleet alone
  contributes $65 million annually to the economy and
  employs hundreds of people.  This project will ensure
  the history and heritage of Destin will be treasured
  for years to come.
           In closing I would like to say this.  You-all
  have had a tough job.  And looking at the slides that
  you've shown earlier, you've done a fair and equitable
  justice to all of us in the state by going across all
  different types of projects, environmental and
  recreational and seeing the boat ramps and everything.
  I know this is not an easy job.  So I personally want
  to tell you how much I appreciate this.  I would ask
  that you approve this project, and the folks in the
  City of Destin and Okaloosa County will consider this
  as a blessing and treat it accordingly.  Thank you for
  the work that you're all doing.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  The next two
  presenters will be Grover Robinson followed by Bill
  Young.  If those two individuals would come up in that
  order, please.  Behind Mr. Young will be Ms. Sherri
  Myers, if you will please come up at this time.
           COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:  Well, I was going to
  recognize Councilwoman Sherri Myers.  I didn't see her
  and I was remiss.  I knew I was going to miss somebody
  in the elected officer group, so I did want to say
  that.
           To the trustees, and I think it shows in what
  you see in the State of Florida, you did a great job,
  I think, of trying to equitably find out -- there are
  30 projects in here from Florida.  There are 44 total.
  So obviously most of the projects, if not in obviously
  number -- I mean just pure number in Florida, but not
  necessarily in dollar amount, but you really went to
  try to figure out what was across all lines in every
  county that was impacted by Deepwater Horizon.  I very
  much appreciate that and join with my sister counties
  in saying how much I appreciate you putting that
  together.
           Within Escambia County, I am very happy to
  see that there are 11 different projects that will be
  taking place here in Escambia County.  Certainly we
  took the biggest impact from the spill, and we
  certainly would appreciate the opportunity to see some
  of these projects come.  I am most excited about the
  Department of Interior's Ferry Service project.  I
  believe that will be tremendous for our area both in
  terms of just trying to deal with getting people off
  the roads and transporting them different ways and
  also our tourism.  So I'm very happy to see that
  project and I know it's something that I think will be
  great for everyone.
           The big issue that I think I have that's
  going to be probably significant the most is the
  hatchery.  It certainly has somewhat the most
  controversy, and I certainly understand some of the
  things that have been discussed and agree.
           I wish we had seen more water quality
  projects.  I would like to have seen more stormwater
  projects.  But I certainly understand that this is a
  process where the trustees had to work with BP and
  back and forth to get to that agreement.  I do want to
  say to the citizens out there that there will be both
  RESTORE, all five phases of RESTORE, plus the NFWF
  moneys from the criminal lawsuits that can be put in
  those projects and I think there are ways that we can
  do water quality projects and I very much support
  those as you go forward later on.
           But I do believe where we are, and I
  certainly concede that some of this is experimental,
  but we've got to start taking a stand and I think
  research is important.  And I think when Florida
  develops its plans for its RESTORE, its NRDA, or its
  NFWF projects, we should be thinking how we position
  Florida to be a research leader, and I think that is
  one of the things that excites me about this project
  and the opportunity to be here on the shores of
  Pensacola Bay.
           I think the other thing is if we make this
  investment in doing this hatchery here, I think it
  affirms the issue of needing to put in those kinds of
  resources to take care of the water quality issues
  that we have with other things, whether it's RESTORE,
  NFWF moneys, any of the other types of moneys to make
  sure that we're putting them into water quality
  restoration for the Pensacola Bay watershed.  And I
  think the fact that we will have invested $18 million
  in a hatchery shows we've got to continue to move
  forward with those water quality projects.
           Escambia County is certainly excited to be
  a team player.  We certainly are excited to work with
  everything that you're doing with DEP.  We appreciate
  that opportunity and we look forward to working with
  you.  Thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you, Commissioner.
  Mr. Bill Young.
           MR. BILL YOUNG:  Thank you for being here and
  allowing me to speak.  I'm a fishery biologist and
  fishery management specialist.  I am here to speak
  about the proposed marine fish hatchery for Pensacola.
           From a reproductive and recruitment
  standpoint there is no need for this hatchery.  For
  example, one of the targeted species is the red drum.
  Red drums produce 20 to 40 million eggs and have
  multiple spawns of 2 to 3 million eggs per year.
  There are literally thousands of sexually mature
  red drums in the Pensacola area that are spawning
  every year.  Obviously the plan of releasing 5 million
  fish per year would have a negligible effect on
  red fish populations.  But it's about more than just
  the numbers of -- sheer numbers of fish.
           The Panhandle bay systems have suffered
  significant losses of sea grasses, ranging 30 to
  90 percent, and don't have the care and capacity to
  support the millions of sport fish to be released from
  the hatchery.  The Pensacola Bay system has lost
  90 percent of its sea grasses.  Sea grasses are about
  habitat and food, not only for the target hatchery
  sport fish, but the forage fish that the sport fish
  feed on and a whole slew of other sport and non-sport
  fish.  Between 70 and 90 percent of marine fish spend
  part of their life in sea grasses and depend on them
  for survival.  One acre of sea grasses can support as
  many as 130 species of fish and invertebrates, 40,000
  fish and 50 million invertebrates.  The releasing of
  millions of hatchery fish is a top-down approach to
  boosting our local sport fish populations when it
  should be bottom-up.
           The trophic pyramid is a food chain structure
  whereby sea grasses or primary-producing organisms are
  at the bottom of the pyramid, followed successively by
  primary, secondary, and tertiary consumer organisms,
  including fish, as you move up the pyramid with the
  top predatory fish such a red drum at the apex.
  Restoring lost sea grass habitat and growing the
  targeted sport fishery from the bottom up not only
  benefits the sport fish, but their foraged fish and
  any other non-sport fish organisms.
           It has been estimated that an acre of psorous
  sea grasses has an economic value of approximately
  $20,500 per year.  That translates into a statewide
  economic benefit of $55.4 billion annually.
  Considering the benefit of sea grasses in boosting our
  sport fish populations and their economic value,
  I recommend that the hatchery be replaced with a
  facility to support work and research and restoring or
  planting sea grasses as well as restoring other
  habitats on our Panhandle bay systems.  In conjunction
  with sea grass restoration I recommend construction of
  a public outreach and education facility that goes
  beyond that of a hatchery proposal that would include
  a sizeable aquarium.  Such a facility could serve to
  educate the public of our estuarine and marine
  ecosystems, ecology and conservation, especially that
  of sea grasses.  Thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you, Mr. Young.
  Following Ms. Sherri Myers will be Carole Tebay.
           COUNCILWOMAN SHERRI MYERS:  Good evening
  and it's an honor to be here tonight to speak to you.
  I work for the Center for Independent Living
  Disability Resource Center, and my job -- part of my
  job is to advocate for people with disabilities.
  I spend a lot of time surveying the built environment.
  I've had the opportunity in the past six months to do
  an ADA survey all the way from Navarre Beach to Fort
  Pickens, including the ferry.  I have surveyed
  Mahogany Mill, which is a NRDA project, Galvez Park
  boat ramps, Navy Point boat ramps.
           So the reason I am speaking to you tonight is
  because I have a lot of concerns about the projects
  that have already been built that are not accessible
  to people with disabilities.  And I can tell you, I
  could talk all night really, about the projects that
  already exist, the condition of Navarre Beach all the
  way to Fort Pickens that are not accessible to people
  with disabilities.  And what we have right now are
  serious violations of federal law.  The laws that
  apply are -- the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 applies to
  all federal agencies, including the National Park
  Service, Department of the Interior, and all of the
  departments and divisions under DOI.  We also have the
  Americans with Disabilities Act that applies to the
  state -- state projects.  And I will tell you, we have
  serious violations that have not been addressed.
           My concern is that when we are building all
  of these boat ramps and these hiking trails that
  they're not meeting the federal requirements set forth
  in the two laws I have already stated to you, but also
  the United States Access Board guidelines for
  accessible marinas, boat piers, hiking trails, beach
  heads.  And I want to know -- and I'm not asking you
  a question, I'm going to tell you what I want.  I
  want -- sounds like a Spice Girl, right?  I won't do
  the dance, though, and I won't sing.  But what we want
  is we want to have input into the process.  I want to
  know how the RFP process works.  And I do thank Mimi
  Drew for agreeing to meet with us tomorrow morning,
  early tomorrow morning, to discuss this very important
  issue, because we need to see the design of these
  projects before they're built.  Thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you very much,
  Ms. Myers.  Ms. Carole Tebay followed by --
           MS. CAROLE TEBAY:  Good evening.  I'm here to
  speak against investing in the fish hatcheries.  On
  the DEP Web site, Pensacola Bay, where the young fish
  would mature and would supply their food, the bay was
  listed as one of the areas of greatest concern.
  Causes were pollution from human activities including
  stormwater runoff and residential, commercial and
  industrial land uses; heavy metals which are present
  in the sediment; pesticides including many of the
  older, now banned chlorinated pesticides; nutrients
  including nitrogen and phosphorous; the current
  sea grass coverage which is much less than was present
  historically; and large areas of degraded benthic
  index.  In recognition of these impacts, DEP, the
  water management district, governmental, scientific,
  educational and citizen organizations are working on
  strategies for protecting and restoring water quality
  and quantity in the Pensacola Bay watershed.  The
  funds which will be spent for this endeavor could
  better be spent on water quality improvement.
           My second concern is the proposed Navarre
  Beach projects which include Gulfside and Soundside
  projects.  The Gulfside Walkover Complex calls for the
  addition of parking lots and crossovers to the Gulf.
  I frequently visit this beach and watch from a
  distance the nesting birds which are dependent upon
  an undisturbed beach habitat to raise their young.
  Through NRDA funds, Audubon and its partners have been
  stewarding this nesting site.  If I understand the
  application currently, some of these nesting sites
  could become parking lots.
           The application for this project states,
  "The impact would be minor because there are numerous
  other boardwalks, pavilions, parking areas and
  restrooms at Navarre Beach Marine Park for visitors to
  obtain the same or similar recreational experiences."
  I agree.  The application also states the generator
  would operate eight hours per day, five days per week
  for twelve months, in addition to the noise of the
  vehicles of construction, not good for nesting birds,
  what I come to the park to enjoy.
           Man-made dunes are in poor condition.  Their
  bases have been severely eroded.  I can't support
  spending funds to build additional boardwalks over
  degraded dunes and I'm not in favor of additional
  man-made dunes.  The Soundside project is under
  environmental consequences.  The proposal states the
  park holds little vegetation.  On the Soundside I see
  substantial vegetation and have enjoyed watching birds
  eat the plant seed.  I do see the need for walkovers
  to the Sound to keep people off the dunes, but worry
  about the health of the dune environment as a result
  of construction.  Please limit construction wherever
  possible and tread lightly.  Thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you very much.  Before I
  call the next two speakers I wanted to -- I failed to
  say this.  If you will start with stating your name,
  and if you are representing an organization state the
  name of that organization to give our court reporter
  a little bit of assistance.
           The next two individuals are Ms. Barbara
  Albrecht and Mayor Ashton Hayward.  Is Barbara
  Albrecht still with us?  Thank you.
           MS. BARBARA ALBRECHT:  Hi there.  Thank you
  so much.  I'm Barbara Albrecht and I'm representing
  Audubon, the Bream Fishermen's Association, the
  Panhandle Watershed Alliance, and future generations
  of our area.  The projects described tonight are very
  heavy in the recreation portion and very light as what
  I see in the environmental restoration.  With all the
  boat ramps and fishing piers, I don't understand why
  you need to have a hatchery.
           Sea grasses are the sentinels of water
  quality.  They are long-lived and therefore integrate
  environmental conditions over time.  Since the 1960s
  our sea grass beds have diminished from all of our
  bays.  Perdido, Pensacola, Choctawhatchee,
  St. Andrews, they've all been diminished.  Countless
  studies and research have identified the contributing
  factors to our impaired waters.  Many of the proposed
  NRDA projects in the state's three could cause adverse
  effects, thereby contributing -- by contributing
  hatchery fish to stressed systems you're going to be
  adding another component to impaired waters.  Whereby
  you could contribute collateral damage, as Carole
  Tebay just pointed out, by the known nesting sites of
  the skimmers and snowy pluggers where you're proposing
  to put your boardwalk.  This indicates to us, the
  citizens, the people on the ground, that this has been
  a top-down approach and we, the stakeholders, haven't
  been included.  Had we been included, we would have
  been able to point out these things before you got
  this far in the decision.  Thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you, Ms. Albrecht.
  Mayor.
           MAYOR HAYWARD:  Good evening.  Trustees,
  thank you very much.  I want to thank the public most
  importantly for being here tonight.  And, Barbara, we
  love sea grasses and we need more sea grasses most
  importantly.  But this is an incredible time in the
  history of Pensacola.  (Noise in hallway).  Hockey,
  I'm very, very excited about.  But most importantly,
  I think we should all think about the "B" word, a
  billion dollars to rebuild our environment, our great
  state, obviously other states that were impacted.
           But I'm here to speak tonight about the
  hatchery.  I'm 100 percent in support of the hatchery.
  I want to thank the federal agencies, the state
  agencies, the local agencies, our county, our city.
  I want to thank Commissioner Robinson for working hard
  with NRDA, Mimi Drew that represents our great State
  of Florida and Pensacola.  This is going to have a
  huge impact for our downtown area, to a transitional
  piece of real estate, next to fuel tanks, that have
  moderning (phonetic) wells on that property right now.
  This is going to be a big impact for the environment
  from an educational standpoint, an ecological
  standpoint, a biological standpoint, and it's going to
  impact the fishermen, the sports fishermen here.
  We're going to replenish the bays, the Gulf.  This is
  an exciting time.
           Project Green Shores that we talked about
  earlier, that's going to be a huge impact,
  $11.6 million.  These are $30 million in wins for our
  great city and our community that's going to have a
  big impact on how we look at the environment and what
  we do to replenish our waterways.
           We talked about stormwater tonight.  In the
  last year we've been able to get $5 million in
  stormwater projects, $3 million for Gaborone Park and
  also $2 million from NTWT to do a stormwater project.
  We all care about stormwater, we all care about water
  quality.  But we should not look a gift horse in the
  mouth, a billion dollars that we're going to be able
  to take a big share of for our community.  That's
  going to have a win from an educational standpoint,
  from a younger generation to future generations.  Our
  university is going to be able to participate in this
  project.  But most importantly, we're going to be
  giving back to the environment, and we're going to
  make our city, our downtown, this is all going to have
  an economic development impact as well and I don't
  think we should lose sight of that.  Jobs,
  environment, economic impact.  That's why we're here
  tonight.  And again, we're going to take a disaster
  and we're going to turn it into a positive for
  Northwest Florida.  So again, I want to thank all of
  you for being here tonight and listening to all of us.
  Thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  The next two
  individuals to give comment, Gloria Horning and Frank
  Cherry.
           (Ms. Horning was not present).
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Okay.  Frank Cherry will be
  followed by Michael Williamson.
           MR. FRANK CHERRY:  My name is Frank Cherry.
  I'm the Executive Director for the CIL Disability
  Resource Center, and I think all the projects are
  great.  Great, fantastic, except they're not
  accessible.  NRDA funds were used at the Navy Point
  project and out at Perdido Key, and the handicapped
  parking place has a hole in it, where you open your
  door and you step in a hole.  The picnic table is on
  sand so you cannot join your family at a picnic table.
  The port-a-potty is over 300 feet away, uphill.
  We're not considering people with disabilities when we
  create these projects.  And it's pure because of
  education, that the contractors either don't know or
  they failed to include that in the contract.  They
  just look at the boat ramp rather than the surrounding
  area.  So we need to monitor, we need a committee to
  go out on these projects and make sure that they meet
  the minimum requirements.  I don't care what committee
  it is, just someone to make sure that it meets all the
  ADA requirements.
           We have a coalition with the African-American
  community because, golly, people have disabilities in
  all races.  Our veterans, disabled veterans, need to
  access all these projects, but they can't get to them.
  African-Americans have come to us.  They need jobs.
  Workforce development needs to be included in all
  these projects.  We need to join together and work to
  make these projects accessible for everyone.
  My daughter uses a wheelchair and my wife uses a
  wheelchair.  We have problems getting access.
  The playground equipment that they put in is not
  accessible.  The signage they put at the beaches they
  put in the sand where you can't get up to the sand to
  read what's on the sign.  So the signage is not even
  there.  In Fort Pickens there's hardly any handicapped
  parking signs.  So we have problems all over on
  accessibility.  All I'm asking is please monitor all
  projects for accessibility.  Thank you.
            MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  Following
  Mr. Michael Williamson, Janet Bowman.
           MR. MICHAEL WILLIAMSON:  Howdy.  I'm Michael
  Williamson.  I'm the co-host of the "Catchin' Fish
  Show" here locally, and I'm also the fill-in host on
  Florida Sportsman radio.  This hatchery is a great
  idea, we need it.  Not only do we need it, we want it
  here in Pensacola.  We don't want it in Panama City or
  somewhere else.  We want it here.  One of my interests
  in the hatchery, you know, over the years, we've had
  dozens of restoration projects over the last 15 years
  and there's millions of dollars in restoration
  projects in the NRDA projects, but this is a very
  important piece of the puzzle and this is our only
  opportunity to ever have something like this.
           One fish I'm very interested in seeing raised
  there is cobia.  The cobia show up every year about
  the middle of March, and the truth of the matter is
  the time of the oil spill couldn't have been any
  worse.  The heart of the migration was in the oil
  spill and there's just billions of eggs and larvae
  that were killed from the spawning cobia.  The last
  two years of cobia season have probably been the worst
  catch ever and this is a good opportunity.  I know
  with cobia you've got to have grow tanks.  There's a
  little bit more involved in raising these fish, but
  it's well worthwhile.  Another fish I'd like to see
  raised would be flounder and speckled trout.
           And I understand there's going to be a
  research center attached to this hatchery.  We've got
  UWF that's got a big marine biology program here, and
  something I'd like to see done with the research
  center -- I don't know how many people are aware, but
  the Gulf of Mexico is under siege right now from
  lionfish.  At the rate lionfish are expanding, in
  20 years we're not going to have nothing out there to
  catch because they're eating everything.  This is
  going all up and down the Eastern seaboard and the
  Caribbean.  I'd like to see this research center
  specialize in trying to eradicate lionfish.  There's
  going to be billions of dollars worth of money out
  there for grants because this is not just a Pensacola
  or Gulf of Mexico thing.  We're talking Caribbean and
  all up and down the Eastern seaboard.  So that would
  be a plus by having this research center here attached
  to that hatchery.  I know over the months we've talked
  about the hatchery on the TV show and the radio show,
  and the fishermen in this town are gung-ho for it.
  It's needed and we want it and let's make it happen.
  Thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Following Ms. Bowman will be
  Sonya Negly.
           MS. JANET BOWMAN:  Good evening.  I'm Janet
  Bowman with the Florida Chapter of the Nature
  Conservancy and I'm glad to have this opportunity to
  talk to you.  Thank you-all for coming back after the
  weather last week.
           A couple of things.  One thing, I'd like to
  thank you-all for in your plan really thinking about
  leveraging some of the multiple RESTORE -- not
  RESTORE, but NRDA opportunities that build on other
  settlement money and hopefully will sort of create the
  foundation for future restoration actions.  And I
  think the particular example that was mentioned before
  was Escribano Point as an example where you-all have
  taken an earlier settlement land acquisition and built
  upon it by adding recreational opportunities to that.
           And one point I'd like to make is that in the
  alternatives analysis that you-all do in the
  Programmatic EIS, as you go forward to looking at the
  additional or the remaining -- spending the remaining
  money, particularly the federal portion, that the
  alternative analysis really looks at different types
  of loss-of-use projects in that category and different
  types of restoration projects.  So that, for example,
  if you're looking at creating more fishing
  opportunity, you're looking at fish hatchery versus
  creating more sea grass, and comparing, you know, over
  a period of time what gives you the biggest bang for
  your restoration dollar.
           One of the things I think can be improved
  upon in the PEIS is in the alternative analysis really
  making some of those comparisons.  So, you know, does
  having a boat ramp create more, you know, additional
  fishing days, or does creating a dock, or does, you
  know, sea grass beds, for example, and that sort of
  comparison between types within those broad categories
  that you-all use in the alternative analysis.  I think
  that's particularly important going forward with the
  remaining phases of early restoration.  Thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Following Ms. Negly will be
  Mr. Michael Gay.
           MS. SONYA NEGLY:  Good evening.  I'm Sonya
  Negly and I'm here on behalf of the Navarre Beach
  Leaseholders and Residents Association.  We are keenly
  interested in Navarre Beach restoration.  As a result
  of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, Santa Rosa County
  and Navarre Beach in particular had about
  28,000 pounds of oil material, which was the second
  largest amount of material in the State of Florida.
  Santa Rosa County has received approximately
  $4 million in funding from NRDA even though we were
  the second largest impacted area.  That's less than
  half of other areas that had less impact.  So we just
  ask that you continue to remember Santa Rosa County as
  you're looking at these -- we were dramatically
  affected and we would just ask that you continue to
  keep us in mind as you're approving these projects.
  There are some very, very good projects on the table
  and one of those is beach restoration.  So thank you
  very much.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you very much.  As
  Mr. Gay is coming forward, there are some chairs that
  are opening up for those of you who are standing.
  Feel free to come forward.  Following Mr. Gay is
  Mr. Jim Brady.
           MR. MICHAEL GAY:  My name is Michael Gay.
  I'm a local resident, lifelong resident of Pensacola,
  and I fish.  I live on the water in Davenport Bayou.
  We were deprived of fishing due to the BP disaster.
  What I've really come to advocate is 1) the fish
  hatchery.  I'm in favor of it for two primary reasons.
  1)  It's -- we can use the fish, but 1) it's an
  educational facility and will be an educational
  facility and a research facility.  It will not get in
  the way of developing more sea grasses.  As a matter
  of fact, I'm certain that it will lead to development
  of restoration of sea grasses.
           Secondly, we have a bay bridge that's going
  to be replaced.  That's one of greatest fishing pier
  opportunities we can have in this area.  It needs to
  be held in a future project for that.  We don't need
  to tear a bridge down and replace it with a brand new
  one and haul all that material off.  The center line,
  the center section, the hump of the bridge should be
  torn down, fishing reef material.  The rest of it
  should be a fishing bridge.  This would be for the
  people who don't own boats.  It would also be handicap
  accessible as Mr. Cherry mentioned earlier and a
  couple of other people did.  So the hatchery does not
  get in the way of sea grass development and
  restoration.
           The last thing I'd like to speak about is
  something that Mr. Cherry spoke on and a previous
  speaker did, and that is the disabled.  Mr. Cherry
  worked quite a bit with the ARC, the local Association
  for Retarded Citizens, and he has a lifelong history
  of work with them.  Those people need to be included
  as much as we can in particularly labor.  They need a
  little help.  They don't necessarily need to make
  higher wages that other people would have to work for.
  Mr. Cherry could certainly put you in touch with the
  ARC people who could do a better job than I could
  explaining what they could do.  But let's include
  those folks if we can.  Thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Following Jim Brady will be
  Mary Jean Yon.
           MR. JIM BRADY:  Good evening, Chairman Drew
  and members of the panel.  My name is Jim Brady.  I'm
  a member of Francis M. Weston Audubon Society.  We're
  a local chapter of the National Audubon Society and
  Audubon Florida.  We serve the Audubon members in
  Escambia and Santa Rosa County.  I want to first of
  all thank you for providing this forum for public
  comment and for rescheduling after our dreadful
  weather of last week.  As a native of Western
  Pennsylvania it was familiar to me, but it wasn't very
  nice.
           My second thing, I'd like to stress my
  concerns about at least two of the projects submitted
  for funding under this NRDA proposal.  I have many
  credentials for this concern.  I have a Bachelor's
  degree in zoology and a Master's in biology.  And in
  my last career, I retired in 2010 as the chairman of
  the Biology Department, Pensacola Junior College,
  where I taught vertebrate and general zoology among
  other courses.  There's been many misgivings that have
  already been stated and will be expressed I'm sure
  later about the proposed fish hatchery for Pensacola
  Bay.  Spending $18 million to release fingerlings into
  an environment unable to support them makes no
  particular sense to me considering the degraded
  condition of the bay.  The money I think would be far
  better spent to rectify the damage done to that bay
  and its estuaries in the last century so that it could
  support natural populations of fish rather than
  artificial populations.
           To conjure up an ornithological analogy,
  imagine trying to improve an old field environment
  that once upon a time was a longleaf pine forest by
  translocating several dozen Red-cockaded Woodpeckers
  to that field in the hopes that the trees would grow
  up before they die.  RCWs are totally dependent on
  longleaf pines and they don't do well in an open
  field.  So I'm wondering what is the carrying capacity
  of that field for RCWs, and I have the same questions
  about the carrying capacity of the bay for fingerlings
  of fish.
           My other concern is the Navarre Beach project
  that provides dune crossovers and a kayak launch site
  on the Soundside of Navarre Beach Park.  That's one of
  my favorite places to visit to see shorebirds.  And
  it's even where I took the director of Audubon
  Florida, Eric Draper, when he came to visit us.
  I couldn't get Eric out of there he enjoyed the
  shorebirds so much.
           I recently did a workshop on that shoreline
  from the Navarre Marine Science Center.  I had 20
  young adults and older adults with me and we were able
  to see several species of shorebirds despite the
  really rotten weather.  What was dismaying to all of
  us was to see a couple walking their dog, an
  unrestrained dog that flushed the birds constantly,
  and I have concerns that the same would happen with
  increased human traffic.  It seems to me that in a
  prior phase you spent millions of dollars to help
  restore bird habitat and increase bird populations,
  and I'm concerned that some of these projects may in
  fact undo the work that has been done or has been
  funded and is ongoing.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  I need you to wrap it up,
  Mr. Brady.
           MR. BRADY:  I really thank you very much for
  your time.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  Mary Jean Yon
  followed by Frankie Stoutemire.
           MS. MARY JEAN YON:  Good evening.  Mary Jean
  Yon with Audubon Florida out of the Tallahassee office
  here to support some of the comments you've heard so
  far from some of our chapter members, and just kind of
  lead off with saying that we definitely understand and
  appreciate the need to get some of the projects out
  the door as part of early NRDA restoration.  We even
  understand the concept of having some that go towards
  recreational use.  It's important to us that these
  projects be done in such a way that they don't
  inadvertently cause harm to the resource that's out
  there.  And we see one way of trying to avoid some of
  that by just maybe an improvement in the process,
  where you've heard from the Spice Girl, disabilities
  folks, on getting more public comment, public
  involvement, public input earlier in the process.
           You've heard from our chapter members about
  the Navarre Beach project, the walkover project, and
  you cannot decrease the importance of those concerns.
  That's a very important area for the nesting habitat
  for Least Terns, Snowy Plovers, Black Skimmers,
  probably the last area that's within that park area.
  So we need to be careful where that parking lot is
  built, where that boardwalk is built.  And it's little
  disconcerting that it's a possibility that the
  construction of those projects could result in the
  need for an incidental take permit, either state or
  federal.  You would think that that's something that
  we want to try to avoid.
           It's also a little disconcerting that our
  first speaker from Audubon mentioned, we are
  currently -- we have a project that's funded under
  NRDA round two where we're looking at 19 different
  Panhandle sites, we're trying to improve beach
  nesting, bird habitat and productivity, and if not
  done correctly, this Navarre Beach project could fly
  in the face of that and almost contradict the progress
  that we're trying to make in that other project.
  So we know that there's discussions that are going on
  to try to see if there's modifications to the
  projects.  We're appreciative of that.
           I think the take-home message for tonight,
  if this is early NRDA restoration, this is your trial
  run for NRDA for the big deal and there's time to
  correct some of these discrepancies or inadequacies
  with how the process is done in terms of public input,
  transparency and the like, and we would be hopeful
  that some of those improvements can be made, if not
  now certainly as we go forward with NRDA.  Thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  The next speaker
  is Frankie Stoutemire followed by Stella Von Troil.
           MR. FRANKIE STOUTEMIRE:  Good evening to the
  committee and to those that have made it possible for
  this to happen.  I speak as a concerned citizen and a
  lifelong person living in Pensacola.  Back in the day
  we could fish in certain areas, and it wasn't sports
  fishing, it was fishing for a meal, and over the years
  it has deteriorated.  I look at the causes for the
  deterioration, and when I see an opportunity for some
  of those things to be corrected under -- "restore"
  means to, you know, put it back like it was, kind of
  fix it, what's broken, but I see a lot of cosmetics
  going on.  But the underlying problem is our ecosystem
  that causes fish to come in and to breed.
           I have no problem with the hatchery, but we
  have a hatchery here already.  We just need to fix it
  so that the fish would come back.  A lot of people
  don't fish in boats.  A lot of people don't canoe.
  And the people come here, you know, it looks good,
  but it's not really safe, and then you're going to be
  adding more problems to the existing sanctuaries and
  things.  One of the reasons we could not go, we knew
  not to go, because birds are there.  Birds don't like
  people because they know what people are capable of
  doing.  So we want to try to fix what's kind of messed
  up and improve on it and educate ourselves.  So money
  should be spent on research and development and
  education.  When people are more aware of their
  surroundings they're more respectful of them.  And now
  we get to the point where it's dangerous to our health
  and our living, our quality of life, then it becomes
  an issue.
           I think that NRDA is doing a great job and
  these projects are good, but another boardwalk would
  not solve the problem of some of the things that we
  have going on as far as our water quality, sea grass,
  because I know fish are going further out so you've
  got to go buy a boat to get to them.  But there was a
  time where you could fish and catch all kind of fish,
  but now you've got to spend -- you know, commercial
  fishing has something to do with it, but since the
  hurricanes and all the devastation that's happened in
  the Pensacola area it's slowly deteriorating, and I
  think that what was there before that made it good
  should be focused on some of these funds.
           Another boardwalk is okay, but -- and then
  also accessibility, not only for handicapped, but
  we're slowly getting blocked out of the areas that we
  have grown accustomed to.  So we can bring people in
  and add so many dollars to economic development and
  all the things are good.  But in the long run, what
  shape will Pensacola and surrounding areas be if we
  don't pay attention to it and put some resources in
  those areas, because our children and grandchildren
  are going to have to enjoy this.  And then there was a
  dock built back in 2015 and it serves no purpose when
  you can't get in the water that's under the dock.
  You see what I'm saying?  So I think more focus on
  quality of our water and ecosystem.
           Research and development, we've got UWF.
  There are people here that's already -- we depended on
  them during the oil spill to keep us safe, but I don't
  see any of them getting any of that money.  It's going
  to people to build, you know, all kind of structures.
  So I would just like to see more focus on what we need
  as a community.  Whether it be in this county or that
  county, we suffer the same thing.  And there's a lot
  of underlying stuff there because we know if oil is
  lighter than water it floats, if it's heavier than
  water it sinks.  A lot of it sunk to the bottom and it
  will come back up.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  If you'll go ahead and
  conclude, sir.
           MR.  STOUTEMIRE:  We need to consider that in
  our projects.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  Dr. Stella Von
  Troil followed by Chips Kirschenfeld.
           DR. STELLA VON TROIL:  I think I have more
  questions than comments really, and I just wanted to
  say that I had really hoped that I would be able to
  ask some of those questions.  And since I can't ask
  questions from you guys, I wonder could I ask for a
  hand show from the public?  Is that okay?
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Well, know this.  Every
  subject matter expert that is here with us, and you
  have many of them that are not part of the listening
  table, will be here until the last individual leaves
  if you have a question.  So this format is to give
  your comment.  If you'd like to give a question for
  the record, that's fine, but if you want that question
  answered, please stick around.
           DR. VON TROIL:  Well, I just would like to
  know how many other people there are here that are in
  the same situation as me.  I have so many questions
  that I don't know how to participate in having any
  kind of input in many of these projects.  Thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  And so again, if
  you have a question, a specific question, we will
  connect you with the appropriate subject matter expert
  following this public session.
           Please state your name and organization for
  the record, please.
           MR. CHIPS KIRSCHENFELD:  Good evening.
  My name is Chips Kirschenfeld, the Division Manager,
  Senior Scientist for the Escambia County Water Quality
  Division, also a faculty associate with the
  Environmental Studies Department at the University of
  West Florida.  Thank you for proposing these projects
  for Escambia County.
           The Escambia County Board of County
  Commissioners passed a resolution in July of 2011.
  It supported the establishment of a fish hatchery in
  Escambia County.  As a marine biologist who has worked
  in and studied water quality, habitat restoration,
  sea grass restoration in Pensacola Bay for over
  25 years, I fully appreciate the scientific research
  opportunities, the education and outreach
  opportunities, and the economic benefits that the
  proposed fish hatchery will provide Pensacola and
  Escambia County.
           My hope is that the hatchery will also
  provide a focus on the water quality issues and the
  loss of habitat issues that you've heard about this
  evening that are so important to this community and
  the health of the Pensacola Bay ecosystem.  Hopefully
  this hatchery will be the impetus and the leverage for
  future water quality improvement projects and future
  funding for stormwater projects and additional habitat
  restoration projects that will beneficially complement
  the proposed fish hatchery.  Thank you. .
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  The next two
  individuals, Fred Campbell followed by Madison Walker.
           MR. FRED CAMPBELL:  I'm Mr. Campbell.  My
  opinions and what I was going to say have already been
  covered, so I'd like to withdraw.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  Madison Walker
  followed by Jessica Koelsch.
           MS. MADISON WALKER:  My name is Madison
  Walker.  I'm here with the National Wildlife
  Federation team.  I'm a fourth generation Pensacola
  resident, avid naturalist, surfer and angler, and I
  have a degree in marine biology.  I want to start by
  saying that I am disappointed by the lack of
  ecologically derived projects receiving money in
  Florida.  I think it is surprising that recreational
  projects are receiving over 80 percent of the funding
  in Florida when we could use this opportunity to
  repair and maintain the habitats that have naturally
  drawn recreational use for generations.
           Moving on, I want to talk about the proposed
  fish hatchery.  As an angler and a marine biologist, I
  love the idea of increased fish population obviously.
  However, there are many ways to help this process
  besides the most obvious way of simply adding more
  fish.  We need to remember that the habitat must be
  healthy and pristine before fish can thrive and be
  successful.  If we add healthy fish to an unhealthy
  ecosystem they may not stick around, or worse, they
  may not survive to proliferate.
           Another option to increase fish population is
  to first focus on projects that improve the habitat
  where fish have been living successfully for
  generations.  If we can repair the gradually-worsening
  water quality of Escambia Bay and other surrounding
  water bodies, fish populations will naturally retain a
  healthy, sustainable level.  Besides improving water
  quality, we can also focus on repairing and protecting
  estuarine habitats of fisheries and nurseries to breed
  and protect young as they grow into fish we can one
  day catch and eat.
           Now, assuming the proposed hatchery project
  moves forward, we need to keep in mind that NRDA is
  not the only source of funding we have the opportunity
  to use.  Calling attention to not only the decision
  makers in front of me, but also the general public in
  attendance today, we need your help in supporting the
  types of projects that focus on ecosystem health.  We
  have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity with the
  upcoming funding to do something big that will repair
  damage done not just during the spill, but before.
  By first improving our beautiful coastal habitats and
  watersheds, we will not need funding to improve
  recreational activity and tourism.  With a beautiful
  and thriving ecosystem we won't be able to keep the
  tourists away if we tried.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  While Ms. Koelsch
  is coming forward let me ask an environmental
  question.  Are we getting cold or are we okay with the
  temperature?  We're okay?  Okay, please proceed.
           MS. JESSICA KOELSCH:  Hi there.  I'm Jessica
  Koelsch with National Wildlife Federation, and I
  really appreciate the opportunity to present comments
  tonight.  But to be honest, the opportunity to provide
  comments, it seems like it's coming a little bit late.
  It feels a bit like we've gotten off on the wrong foot
  with how to best spend oil spill funds.  I'm really
  concerned that there hasn't been an open and
  transparent process for meaningful public input, as we
  heard from the one woman who just spoke a few moments
  ago who wanted to ask important questions.
           I know that a portal has been available for
  the public to submit projects, but details of those
  projects that the public could review haven't been
  available for many of those projects until this
  massive PEIS came out.  The notice of intent, the
  preliminary project list released last summer, the
  scoping meeting, they really lacked the details on the
  projects that the public could get their arms around.
  I really would have preferred to see in the public --
  they could have and should have had more opportunity
  for meaningful input on the projects and the
  alternatives as they arose.  There was one meeting
  here, I guess during the fall, that the city hosted to
  talk about the hatcheries and living shorelines, but
  that really isn't adequate input for 30 Florida
  projects.
           The project summaries that were released in
  conjunction with the PEIS, they really didn't provide
  sufficient detail either.  And again, the public, who
  is not used to reading massive documents, had to mine
  through a lot of information in order to pull the
  details out.  I would recommend instead do a two-page
  fact sheet for each project instead of aggregating by
  county and really can focus on the scope, the
  location, and the specifics of the injury to the
  resource.
           Some other concerns.  The mix of restoration
  and human use versus ecological restoration is
  severely eschewed.  I know the PEIS and the
  presentation we saw said that there was 67 percent
  ecological, 30 percent recreation.  But if you pull
  out that $317 million Louisiana Outer Bank Restoration
  the picture is much different.  It's 25 percent
  ecological, 75 percent recreation.  And in just
  Florida the picture is worse, 19 percent ecological
  and 81 percent recreation.
           You know, I really -- I love the oyster
  cultch projects, the sea grass restoration projects
  are great, but why are there not more of those?
  Understand that many of these projects are trying to
  get at the loss of human use, but we haven't seen an
  explanation of why loss of human use means ferry
  boats, boat ramps, fishing piers and hatcheries, and
  not environmental restoration.  If the public couldn't
  swim in the water because there was oil in the water,
  then why couldn't we do water improvement projects
  like the stormwater or wastewater or getting people
  off septic?  Because that would in fact, you know,
  have improved or replaced the loss of human use.
           Somehow Louisiana figured out how to get it
  right and how to get at the loss of human use by
  restoring the environment with their projects, and
  just would have liked to have seen Florida get that as
  well.  Commissioner Robinson mentioned that this is
  one of the processes, and really hope that we see a
  whole lot better with the other processes.  Thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  The next two individuals,
  Richard Podemski and Bill Williams.
           MR. RICHARD PODEMSKI:  Hi.  Richard Podemski,
  I'm the Associate Vice President for Research at the
  University of West Florida here in Pensacola.  The
  University of West Florida is pleased to serve our
  community when research opportunities become
  available.  The proposed Gulf Coast Marine Fishery
  Hatchery and related aquaculture research is one such
  opportunity.  Should this project be built in our
  area, the University will determine how new and
  current faculty as well as undergraduate and graduate
  students can participate in and support research and
  education activities related to this project.
           Some of the educational areas where there may
  be synergy between the project and the University are
  the environmental sciences, marine ecology and
  biology.  While this is not a UWF project, it is our
  service mission and responsibility to provide access
  to and support for research activities that may be
  beneficial to our region.  We are eager to be a
  partner.  In my view, however, we have before us a
  bigger opportunity than just the proposed projects.
           Less is known about our area of the Gulf of
  Mexico than other Gulf areas to the south and to the
  west of us.  Our area is especially under-represented
  in terms of external funding to explore our crucial
  research needs.  This project will create important
  opportunities for a wide variety of research,
  education, and community organizations in our region
  to foster and develop stronger ties with the Florida
  Fish and Wildlife Commission and their extensive array
  of state and federal partners.  It is my hope that
  this process is just the beginning of a long and
  productive partnership between our community and the
  commissions and its partners, one that will bring a
  new understanding of the important needs of our region
  and the opportunity to seek resources and establish
  collaborations to address those needs.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  The next individual, Bill
  Williams, followed by Chasidy Hobbs.
           MR. BILL WILLIAMS:  Good evening.  Thank you
  for the opportunity.  And certainly to Ms. Mimi and
  Jennifer, I appreciate the work, as a former
  commissioner, in seeing you both from inception of
  this and the work that you've done throughout the
  Panhandle and the smaller eastern counties.  I very
  much appreciate the process.
           Tonight I come before you as a representative
  consultant for Escambia County.  I think it is
  important that all the comments that have been heard
  tonight do talk about these projects, when in
  actuality, one of the things that the local RESTORE
  communities, their acts, their committees, are trying
  to talk about the process.  Escambia has done a very
  good job of talking about the process with their
  community.  These projects, these 11 projects and the
  hatchery, are only pieces.  And I think what's of
  concern, and speaking on behalf of the county, we want
  the story to be told.
           We want to look at the hatchery not as
  an individual issue, but collectively speaking when we
  look at research.  We brought Pasco County, the School
  Boards, to Escambia County to meet with Okaloosa.
  We want to integrate the K through 12 programs, the
  colleges and real-time research.  We certainly
  understand the environmental sensitivities, but we
  look at water research and the quality that can be
  centered around this research center as outstanding,
  and very much support working with the city, working
  with UWF, working with the environmental community,
  because this is literally the spokes of the wheel.
  But it gives this Panhandle the opportunity to become
  a research destination, I think, and certainly on
  behalf of the board as they have endorsed this for the
  future.  If you look 20 and 50 years down the road and
  you talk about the things that are going to happen, I
  think water research will be the number one component.
           Commissioner Robinson talked about how the
  North Carolina group, when the textile industry
  failed, what they did with research and development
  and how they made that happen.  Florida has the
  opportunity to do that with water research.  And this
  ties in our workforce boards, our regional planning
  councils, our environmental community, because you
  can't look at just the pieces that are being discussed
  tonight.  My own encouragement, everything these folks
  have added have been tremendously valid and very
  passionate.  But I think it's important that we do
  collectively work with the city, work with the county
  and environmental communities to make sure this story
  is told very well.
           So we most certainly want to say we're in
  support of what the city's project is.  There are some
  issues that we need to look at when you talk about
  long-term sustainability of that project.  The
  sea grass, the impaired waters, all of those issues
  need to be looked at, but that's something that we can
  work together collectively.  And from what I've seen
  from the county and the city, they're very committed
  to do that.  We're working.  We've reached out to the
  economic community, we've sat down with the
  environmental community in looking at those concerns.
           So I think part of this responsibility is
  you're giving the catalyst to the Gulf of Mexico
  starting in Escambia County, and I think that's
  awesome, because the goal should be looking at the
  Gulf as a five-state region.  When you look at what
  NOAA and EPA and all those folks pay in the Great
  Lakes, in the Chesapeake Bays, the Gulf needs a higher
  catalyst to move it forward.  And I think RESTORE
  provides that, and I think the projects you've
  outlined with the research center and the hatchery do
  that.  So thank you very much.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  Following
  Ms. Hobbs will be Jayeesha Dutta.
           MS. CHASIDY HOBBS:  Thank you for the
  opportunity to speak today and for all the work that
  you've done over the past few years for this.  I
  realize due to the NRDA process that we can't come
  here today and take this project off and add this
  during this round three.  And I also realize that due
  to the legal nature of NRDA, all NRDA projects must
  address injury, and certainly the loss-of-use injury
  is the easiest to prove.  So I understand why we're
  seeing so many loss of use in these preliminary
  go-arounds considering that BP is at the negotiating
  table and they can't really deny loss of use.
           My comment is for you going forward, round
  four, round five and how many other rounds in the
  future that we do have, to please keep in mind the
  comments that you have heard today and the fact that
  all of Escambia County's inland waterways are listed
  as impaired bodies of water.  I realize that perhaps
  none of the fish that are raised at the hatchery will
  be released in the bay.  We don't really know because
  we haven't been given that because of the impairedness
  of the bay.  So as you're sitting at the negotiating
  table with BP and the rest of your trustee colleagues,
  please keep in mind the fact that we really need some
  focus on stormwater improvement projects and also
  ecosystem restoration to truly right the harm from the
  damage of the spill.
           The last thing I want to leave you with is to
  second what Jessica Koelsch said in that also please
  remember that loss of use can be addressed with
  ecosystem restoration projects.  And as I'm sure all
  of you at the table are aware, that would give us a
  much bigger bang for our buck if we can address both
  water quality, ecosystem, habitat restoration and
  loss of use together in one project.  Thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  Following
  Ms. Dutta will be Ms. Charlene Mauro.
           MS. JAYEESHA DUTTA:  Hello.  My name is
  Jayeesha Dutta.  I am the coordinator of the Gulf
  Future Coalition housed at the Gulf Restoration
  Network, an organization focused on the health and
  resiliency of the Gulf of Mexico.  Gulf Future
  Coalition is a community of regional and national
  groups across the five Gulf Coast states.  We're happy
  to have the opportunity to make comments today at the
  end of this PEIS public hearing marathon.  While we
  appreciate the trustees for extending the comment
  period to February 19, a 60- or a 90-day extension
  would have allowed for even greater participation and
  involvement by a broader array of constituents.  And
  on that, and despite extenuating circumstances with
  the weather, it's clear that Florida needed to have
  two meetings.  However, we do thank you for your
  continuing to hear our concerns as we've traveled
  across the Gulf Coast with you.
           While we're not adamantly against any of the
  projects put forth here in Florida, out of the
  30 projects, as many people have raised today, only
  three are for true ecosystem restoration.  We would
  have hoped to see more projects that fit under the
  restoring natural resources category for funding
  rather than loss of recreational use.  We understand
  that restoring loss of human use is important.  We
  also believe restoring the natural environments that
  are vital to the health of our community's ecosystem
  and economy should be first and foremost.
           Additionally, something I have not heard
  today is we have questions regarding the rationale for
  providing BP with 1.5 or 2.0 offset credits for every
  dollar spent on human use projects.  The PEIS does not
  explain the methodology used to award BP those
  credits, particularly why BP is receiving a higher
  offset ratio for some projects rather than others.
           Additionally, for offsets granted to restore
  habitats and coastal and marine resources, we would
  like to see a timeline of how these offsets will be
  monitored.  How will the public be assured that BP has
  met the requirements to restore, for example, 10,000
  Pelican fledglings or so many service acres of
  saltmarsh habitats?  Should these habitats and
  resources be restored in five years, in ten years,
  twenty?  These timelines should be made clear so that
  BP can be held accountable by both the public and the
  trustees that oversee the restoration efforts.
           We also have members of our coalition who are
  concerned about the apparent exclusion of projects not
  sponsored by state governments that specifically serve
  marginalized communities of color.  We are largely
  made up of grassroots, front-line communities, and we
  feel there are processes and structures available to
  assess and address these communities' needs for both
  environmental and ecological restoration.  We
  encourage the trustees, again heard tonight, to adopt
  more participatory, transparent and inclusive
  practices in the future.
           I think that's basically all I have to say.
  Thank you once again.  We look forward to seeing the
  work of NRDA continue to move forward in restoring
  holistic, ecological health of the Gulf Coast.
  Thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Following Ms. Charlene Mauro,
  Mr. Merrick Vanlandingham.
           MS. CHARLENE MAURO:  Good evening.  My name
  is Charlene Mauro.  I'm the director of the Navarre
  Beach Green Science Station and I'm also a faculty
  member at Pensacola State College Biology Department.
  I worked with Santa Rosa County on SR17 grant
  application for Soundside dune walkovers, not to be
  confused with the project that was submitted with the
  Gulfside.  At the Navarre Beach Science Station we see
  about 3,000 to 4,000 students a school year and we
  would use those walkovers for access to the sound.
  And I do deal with accessibility issues like she
  mentioned before.  I mean, I have students that come
  out there in wheelchairs, and this would allow more
  people to enjoy the Soundside.  I look forward to
  working with Audubon to come up with a balance, a
  happy median, not to disturb the environment.
  And thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  Following
  Mr. Vanlandingham is Heather Reed.
           MR. MERRICK VANLANDINGHAM:  Hello.  My name
  is Merrick Vanlandingham.  I'm the current chairman of
  the Escambia County Marine Advisory Committee.  Given
  the limited time, the committee has some issues that
  we would like to address on behalf of the county in
  regards to artificial reefs.
           In the initial application for Escambia
  County we had $10 million for reefs projects in
  Phase III.  $8 million was for large vessel and
  $2 million was for aggregate artificial reefs.  Now
  that has been -- the large vessel has been cut out and
  we don't know why.  There was no reason given.
  And now it's a $12 million aggregate among all five
  counties, which we just don't know how to plan because
  that cuts each county down to about two and a half
  million dollars.
           So we're pretty concerned about the nature of
  the decision-making process and how it's being
  quantified.  Like there's very little transparency.
  And we have reef permits that are open and they have
  expiration dates and they have to be renewed, and as
  stewards of taxpayer money we need to be able to plan,
  to know what we have coming in and what are we looking
  at so that we can allocate those funds for different
  reefs.  Despite numerous requests that the Escambia
  County Marine Resources Division has put in since late
  2011, he hasn't really had any information to bring
  back to the committee, so therefore, we can't make any
  decisions.  So basically what I'm saying is we would
  like to get this process out in the sunshine a little
  bit, and if you work in the State of Florida, you know
  what that means.
           Furthermore -- I guess I'm running out of
  time here -- we also understand that the Fish and
  Wildlife Commission is being considered to have
  control of the reefing process under NRDA, and we very
  much believe that we would like to have localized
  control over our development and deployment of the
  reefing process.  We have more experience in our
  county administration's doing reefs than all of the
  other counties combined.  Thank you. .
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Heather Reed, followed by
  Matthew Vann.
           MS. HEATHER REED:  Good evening.  Thank you
  for being here to listen.  My name is Heather Reed.
  I am the Environmental Restoration Project Manager for
  Deadman's Island restoration project for the City of
  Gulf Breeze, and I'm also here for the Friends of
  Deadman's Island.  I'd like to make you aware of
  a project which is on the list of many hundreds of
  projects that you have on the NRDA list.  It's number
  SR18.  You may have not heard of it or understand the
  impact of what's currently going on.  This is a
  project the people of the community are expressing
  that they want as opposed to what they do not want.
           This project has been ongoing, a community
  effort, before the oil spill in 2010 and has suffered
  an impact from the oil spill events even today.  The
  people have worked hard for many years trying to
  protect the natural and historic resources, and over
  100,000 plants have been planted to stabilize the
  shoreline.  And before the oil spill we had over
  264,000 oysters.  That's not estimated.  We had
  monitors out there actually counting.  We have
  countless fish on our oyster-dependent breakwaters.
  We placed over 15,000 cubic yards of sand in our
  restoration area.
           Then we received oil in Pensacola Bay and
  worked with BP to retrieve the oil in the water.  Our
  area was surrounded by a boom.  It was triple diamond
  side for protection, but we could not deploy that year
  for our breakwater for protection.  But not once did
  NRDA contact us, because it's a rather large-scale
  project.  But since the oil spill this project had
  many setbacks, which started with the fish and oyster
  die-off in 2010.  Our oyster and fish population on
  the first breakwater reef placed died off and it
  hasn't recovered yet.  Since we did not have good spat
  settlement for the first few seasons, there was no
  spat to cement the reef and therefore the breakwater
  broke down and deteriorated.
           This lack of breakwater has shifted and
  washed out for this year around $450,000 of our
  previous effort and sand that we've recently placed.
  So we're just watching it wash away.  We didn't
  anticipate an oyster die-off of our breakwater.  There
  are lessons learned from this, and we've redesigned
  our breakwater ever since.  We have over $1.2 million
  invested in this project, hundreds of volunteers
  comprised of our community, including recreational
  enthusiasts, fishermen, snorkelers, boaters from all
  over have tried to help stop these washout efforts.
  We've created banding projects, but with 60 percent
  loss of wave attenuation, this project is more
  difficult to restore each year.
           We've exhausted all of our money resources.
  Grant money for the projects are extremely competitive
  now.  Before the oil spill there were only 30 projects
  to compete with.  Now we've got thousands of projects
  to compete with.  So please take a look at our little
  project for Deadman's Island that people have worked
  really hard for.  It's already permitted, ready to go,
  instant results, NEPA approved.  This will be a
  project the City of Gulf Breeze will be proud of, the
  state will be proud of, BP will be proud of, but most
  of all the people who have worked so hard on this
  project will be proud that it's completed and
  restored.  Thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  Next speakers,
  Matthew Vann followed by Ralph Agnew.  Is Mr. Vann
  still here?  Matthew Vann?
           (Mr. Vann was not present).
           MR. FRANKLIN:  He's gone.  Ralph Agnew
  followed by Kerry Freeland.
           MR. RALPH AGNEW:  Good evening.  I'm Ralph
  Agnew with the Navarre Beach Area Chamber of Commerce.
  I want to thank the trustees and the representatives
  for doing such a hard job.  I know some of your
  decision making is very difficult.  Coming from
  Navarre, you know, it's sort of known as Florida's
  best-kept secret, but I think the secret is out.
  Sonya has already talked about impact of oil, Charlene
  talked about the Soundside complex, and I want to talk
  a little bit about the Gulfside and the walkovers.
           I know there's some concern about the bird
  nesting I've just heard.  We're getting more and more
  tourists every year.  I used to volunteer at the state
  park, and people -- I mean those walkovers kind of
  steer people in that direction, and most people here
  will use a walkover, but there are some that will not
  use that walkover.  They just go about what they want
  to do.  And the man even talked about a dog being
  there and chasing the birds off.  So we'd really like
  your consideration on these walkovers.  Thank you very
  much.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Following Mr. Freeland will be
  K. A. Reed.
           MR. KERRY FREELAND:  Hello, and thank you
  very much for the opportunity to speak to you today.
  My name is Kerry Freeland.  I'm vice president,
  owner-operator of Gulf Coast Pro Dive doing business
  as Dive Pros, a Florida corporation established a
  little over 25 years ago.  I represent a large portion
  of our community who are SCUBA divers and our local
  diving industry.  It's pretty safe to say that we had
  no diving season in 2010.  We're diving now and have
  been since 2011, but we really don't know the
  long-term effects of the oil spill.  What we do know
  is that we have a blight on our region, and we're
  trying to make up for lost revenues and the impression
  that our local diving sites have been diminished in
  some fashion.  My understanding is that the funds
  we're discussing today are to be used to rebuild and
  restore the local environment and the economic impacts
  that this event has caused.
           The construction and deployment of artificial
  reefs for an aquatic habitat are definitely positive,
  proactive steps that should be taken to restore and
  enhance our marine environment, and we as a community
  are all for it.  I understand the state is making this
  a regional process.  I'm concerned that some of these
  decisions are being made outside of the areas that
  have been most effected severely by this event, i.e.,
  Escambia and Santa Rosa Counties.  We sincerely hope
  that Escambia County will be directly involved in this
  project, as we have the experience and expertise to
  both streamline the process and realize serious cost
  savings in this endeavor.
           Robert Turpin, some forget, is first a marine
  biologist with published foraging data and had much
  scientific experience in this very field before coming
  on with the county in his current position.  He and
  the Escambia County Marine Resources have been some of
  the most active reef builders in the entire country.
  The I-10 bridge project alone has reefed 150,000 tons
  -- tons -- of material, and the county has put out
  hundreds of reef modules, some in pretty tight
  groupings.  Our people here have the experience and
  the know how.
           Someone has said that we don't need larger
  shipwrecks or reefs, and has taken $8 million out of
  the reparations package.  Let's not forget that the
  aircraft carrier Oriskany, its sinking provided
  $2 million of revenue in the first year of her life as
  an artificial reef.  Two million dollars provided.
  I don't mind reef balls, I love them, I just happen to
  know that there are better options out there and we
  should not be told what is good for us by somebody in
  Tallahassee.
           I equate this to my house.  Let's say my
  house burns down to the ground and you are my
  insurance company who states you will rebuild my
  house.  Great.  But shouldn't I have a say as to the
  design, layout and materials of the house, or should
  I be expected to be happy with whatever you decide?
  We have one opportunity to get this right, and failing
  to take advantage will diminish the intended impact on
  economic restoration of the area.  We, Escambia
  County, should have a say in the reparations of our
  house.  We look forward to the enhanced reefs and the
  newly-approved (inaudible) site offering more
  accessibility with the artificial reefs that are to be
  built placed closer in shore.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Go ahead and wrap up, sir.
           MR. FREELAND:  On another topic, I'd like to
  add that the fish hatchery should be placed in
  Pensacola.  The ability to replace fish stock and
  study breeding needs are only part of the equation.
  We're facing another environmental disaster as the
  lionfish invasion marches on.  The hatchery will
  provide a resource to explore the possibilities of
  raising species that will predate what will become the
  bubonic plague of red snapper and many of our other
  local marine resources.  Thank you again for the
  opportunity.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Next speaker, K. A. Reed
  followed by Mr. and Mrs. West.
           MS. K. A. REED.  My name is Kathleen Reed,
  K. A. Reed.  I'm from Shalimar, Florida.  I've lived
  in the Panhandle for most of the last 50 years.
  I have a Bachelor's degree in animal science from the
  University of Florida.  I am one of the volunteers
  that will go to the fish kills and pick up the dead
  and dying fish and get them to the laboratory so we
  can try to figure out what's killing them when we have
  fish kills.  I tinker with biospheres at home, so I
  have aquariums that I'm doing various things with.
  One of them has just algae in it.  And so I'm
  trying -- I'm a big-picture person.  I tried to read
  the document, and frankly I didn't read the whole
  thing.  It's huge.  One thing, though, that I did pick
  up was that we have a lot of projects that are
  proposed, and people did wonderful, wonderful work.
  I think that there's a lot of careful thought and
  planning put into these suggested projects.
           But one thing that I'm seeing is that a lot
  of these projects are further armoring the coastline,
  and I can understand that, but we need to be doing
  things to ameliorate the side effects of armoring
  coastline.  For instance, last I heard, we had a law
  in place that required rip-rap when you put in the sea
  walls.  From what I've seen, though, in practice
  rip-rap is often passed over, and it's one way to
  ameliorate the wake energy from bouncing back and
  forth against these sea walls, churning up the bottom,
  confusing the fish because they can't see, numerous
  problems from wake energy.
           The reason I passed that picture around,
  there was one project that I saw in here that
  recommended going through, painstakingly removing the
  asphalt from the beaches, and it was recommended for
  one area.  I'm not sure if it was recommended for the
  entire area, but I think it would be a good idea.  And
  the reason for that is that with our awareness of the
  oil we've become aware of the dangers of polycyclic
  aromatic hydrocarbons, and one of the sources that
  you'll run into in the environment for polycyclic
  aromatic hydrocarbons is asphalt, and we've got
  crumbled asphalt, old asphalt, new asphalt from where
  BP burned the oil and it made asphalt and that washed
  up on the beach.
           In the picture that I passed you, we've got a
  little bird, a seabird, and he is snuggled up to what
  looks like a modeled rock and he blends with the
  modeled rock.  But that modeled rock is actually a
  piece of asphalt with some rocks stuck to it.  Birds,
  when they maintain their digestive system they have to
  eat rocks to be able to grind up their food.  So that
  little bird, if he hasn't already received birth
  defects from being exposed to the PAH, he's likely to
  be eating whatever rocks are around him and a piece of
  asphalt is certainly going to seem like a rock.
           So in conclusion I just want to ask that as
  we go through these projects, we look at getting rid
  of all the asphalt that's already crumbled on the
  beaches and not applying more asphalt to the beaches.
  Use concrete or something.  Also, concrete makes good
  pilings material for oysters and sea squirts and
  barnacles to attach to, and all of those organisms are
  filter feeders that eat contamination out of the
  water.  So that you very much.  And my last thought
  is, eat lionfish.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Mr. and Mrs. West followed by
  Tony McCrary.  If you'll state your name for the
  record, and if you're representing an organization
  if you'll state that name, and just be mindful of the
  monitor.  That will give you three minutes.  Thank
  you.
           MRS. WEST:  My name is Mrs. West and my
  husband, Roderick West, right beside me.  I want to
  thank you-all for inviting us tonight and we
  appreciate it very much.  Okay.  Okay, let me slow
  down.  What legacy are we leaving for our future
  children?  I'm Mrs. West.  I'm born and raised right
  here in Escambia County and enjoy the wonderful
  seafood that I was raised on.  I'm not a scientist or
  a doctor, but I want to give you a little quick
  history.
           I'm a licensed shoreline fisherman.  While
  fishing at Palafox Pier in 2010, witnessing the toxic
  mix of oil and dispersants traveling into Pensacola
  Bay, reporting the destruction caused by the BP oil
  spill to BP, killing lots of fish, sores on the fish,
  birds disappearing and birds covered with oil on their
  bellies flying over my head, me and my husband.  And,
  um, then I saw -- I didn't see it, but I smelled it --
  the oil left the water and some of my fishing friends
  starting dying too.  It was a horrible mess back then.
           But what I would like to really know is,
  these projects are beautiful, but is BP going to be
  held accountable for these projects, not passing the
  burdens on to future generations or the taxpayers.
  That's what I would like to know.  And thank you-all
  so much for your time.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Following Tony McCrary is
  Kara Lankford.
           MR. TONY McCRARY:  Good evening.  Good to see
  you, Ms. Drew.  My name is Tony McCrary, President of
  McCrary Associates, business and economic development
  professional, board member of the African-American
  Heritage Society, a member of the Pensacola Chamber of
  Commerce and the African-American Chamber of Commerce,
  a member of the disabled and minority organization
  coalition that Councilwoman Myers spoke of, and
  economic development chair for the NAACP here in
  Pensacola.  The thing with my presentation is
  collaboration, collaboration, collaboration.
           I'm here to speak on the fish hatchery
  proposed to be developed at Bruce Beach.  For the
  record, Bruce Beach was an African-American beach
  during segregation and what was known then and now by
  most of us as the tanyard.  Not to do with the color
  of the people, but there was a shoe-tanning factory
  there.  I and several stakeholders believe that this
  project provides a unique opportunity to combine
  marine, maritime, and heritage research, heritage
  preservation and educational program exhibits and
  recreational enhancements with the hatchery.
           In November of 2013 I met a number of
  environmental and ecological restoration professionals
  and personnel with various agencies in an ecological
  restoration course.  Andre Clewell taught the course.
  He's the former president of the Society of Ecological
  Restoration.  And I took advantage of that expertise
  to propose ideas for enhancements to the Bruce Beach
  hatchery.  We actually toured Bruce Beach.  I was a
  lifeguard there back in the day.  My father managed
  it, my cousin after him managed it, and he's still
  alive and well and ready to give testimony to some of
  the experiences there.  It was a field trip learning
  experience leading to ideas for exposing ecological
  restoration and environmental experiences to our urban
  youth of the region.  A museum on the history of Bruce
  Beach and the tanyard and our community's culture is
  offered in collaboration with our mayor and the
  hatchery development.
           What is envisioned is a research and
  education facility involving high school to graduate
  school students and teachers working with a wide range
  of professionals involved in marine and maritime
  activities, commercial and otherwise.  A heritage
  museum dedicated to facilitating the educating of the
  public regarding the unique cultural heritage
  associated with this part of Pensacola.  Most people
  fishing for food, for recreational activities, right
  down the street on the water.  Handicapped
  accessibility, heritage preservation, environmental
  research and minority community development can create
  tourism opportunities with job and business creation
  generating a maximum return on your investment.
  Thank you very much.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Next is Kara Lankford followed
  by Jared Waites.  Is Ms. Lankford still with us?
           (Ms. Lankford was not present).
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Okay.  Jared Waites.
           MR. JARED WAITES:  How you-all doing?
  My name is Jared Waites.  I'm from Destin, Florida,
  born and raised in this area.  I'm a professional
  fisherman.  I've also worked at the Gulfarium Nautical
  Department for some years, and also in a
  privately-funded laboratory in Destin that does coral
  research and we focus on coral bleaching and whatnot.
  I'm also an avid SCUBA diver, believe it or not, kind
  of a jack of all trades.
           I kind of want to know who's doing the
  research on all of our reef projects in the area,
  especially the reef balls.  I really don't think after
  diving them and actually seeing them that we're
  putting our money where it needs to be.  This BP money
  needs to be directed to further research and reefs.
  There's plenty more technologies that are available to
  us now that have been here for over ten years, one of
  which is called the Biorock process.  It works by a
  method of mineral accretion, which is where we have a
  grid work of metal and anode and acanthoid in a
  floating platform that delivers a small voltage,
  in between three to six volts of DC current.
  Throughout -- when the voltage travels down, calcium
  carbonate is formed along the steel structure.  And
  during this time coral growth is also increased and
  fish are coming alive, you know, the reef is forming,
  and within two to five years we have a functional
  reef.
           Why aren't we implementing technology like
  this?  It's a patented process, you know, but I really
  think that our area could benefit from it.  I mean,
  there's plenty of other areas that are using the
  technology that have smaller budgets and pockets than
  we along the Gulf Coast.  And really it could benefit
  us in other terms of erosion.  We're worried about
  losing our beach-front real estate here, you know,
  when we could be putting up a reef to break the waves,
  whatever.  I really think that that needs to be
  something that's addressed further.
           I also want to talk about the hatchery.
  I want to talk about what she was talking about with
  lionfish, and this gentlemen too.  Lionfish are a mega
  problem, and if you guys aren't in the water, you
  don't see them, you don't know what's happening.
  They're here and you're not going to have food pretty
  soon.  We make our money with seafood along this Gulf
  Coast.  I've been a commercial fisherman, all sorts of
  stuff, and I tell you what, in another ten years we're
  not going to have a resource here.  You know, the
  state corridors (phonetic) that are worried about all
  this commercial fishing, we're not going to have a
  commercial fishery in another ten years because the
  lionfish are going to take it over.  Thank you. .
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Next is Christian Wagley
  followed by Elizabeth Benchley.  Is Ms. Wagley still
  with us?  Christian Wagley?
           (Mr. Wagley was not present).
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Okay.  Elizabeth Benchley
  followed by Alan McMillan.
           MS. ELIZABETH BENCHLEY:  Hi.  My name is
  Elizabeth Benchley.  I'm an archaeologist at
  University of West Florida.  So I guess I'm
  representing the Archaeology Institute and also the
  Pensacola Archaeological Society.
           I fully understand that the Oil Pollution Act
  and NRDA don't even mention historical and
  archaeological resources, but they are federal acts
  and federal actions, and the National Historic
  Preservation Act requires that any work done under
  their auspices has to consider the impact of that work
  on archaeological and historic sites.
           To be honest, I've only looked at some of the
  Pensacola projects previously, so to see this list of
  all these loss-of-use projects, boat docks and boat
  ramps is just kind of overwhelming to me because of
  how many archaeological sites are going to be impacted
  by those actions.  And in particular I'm concerned
  about Escribano Point, which is mostly undeveloped at
  this point, but putting campgrounds there is going to
  put incredible archaeological resources at risk.
           I know for some of the previous projects in
  the earlier phases of this work, the impact of the
  work on archaeological sites was considered and the
  investigations were put under the Department of the
  Interior.  I don't know if it was the Park Service or
  NOAA that oversaw it.  Anyway, the way they dealt with
  impact on archaeological resources was to hire a firm,
  one firm for the whole area, and bring in outside
  contractors who never talked to local researches, and
  as far as I can tell didn't really consider the full
  scope of the impact on the resources.
           So I would ask you to consider if there is
  some way for local universities and research groups to
  get involved at least in assessing what's being done,
  because having it just go through a bureaucratic
  process is going to result in the loss of a great deal
  of information and input from local people who have
  something to add to the process.  So thank you very
  much.
           MS. DREW:  Let me just say we do have
  requirements to look at the archaeological, cultural
  and historic issues, and if you want to stay around
  after the meeting we'll be happy to talk to you about
  it.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Following Alan McMillan,
  Mr. Christian Wagley has come back in.
           MR. ALAN McMILLAN:  Well, first of all, like
  everybody I want to thank you-all for being here.
  And as a resident of Escambia County -- my name is
  Alan McMillan, I'm representing the Pensacola Yacht
  Club here tonight.  But I want to say that as a
  resident of the county, I think it's amazing the
  turnout we have here and the passion that they're
  showing you about the future of their community.
  We're not going to all agree.  That's okay, that's a
  good thing.  But the passion is certainly here.
           I want to speak to why I have major concerns
  about the Sanders Beach Living Shoreline project as I
  understand it to be proposed.  As it is currently
  proposed, as my understanding of this proposal, it is
  in direct contradiction of two of your stated goals;
  one of which is restoring habitat and living coastal
  marine resources, which it would do, but the other
  goal of contributing to recreational opportunity use,
  it will hit hard for the current use that's being
  there now.
           We're looking at a large, long part of
  shoreline, on the east extending from the jetty at the
  Patti Seafood Company, to the west Sanders Beach and
  the Pensacola Yacht Club beach property.  If we put
  the living shoreline in there entirely as I understand
  it to be currently proposed, it will decimate the
  67 years of use of the Yacht Club's beach property for
  our junior sailing programs, and I think it will have
  a decimating effect on the use of Sanders Beach
  Community Park, particularly heavily used -- I don't
  know how it ranks with other city parks, but certainly
  heavily used by inner-city families and their
  children.
           So the use of canoeing and kayaking and
  paddle boarding and sailing and teaching children to
  sail little boats, in front of rows of artificial
  oyster shell reefs, will eliminate that use that is
  currently there.  So -- and the economic impact that
  the Yacht Club has brought to our community from
  having regattas.  We had 150 to 200 kids here for
  three days in September and all their families for the
  entire Southeast.  And we're proposing to bring the
  National Championship for eight to fifteen-year-olds
  in 2015, probably 400 to 500 kid sailors, over 1,000
  people with their families for seven days.  We won't
  be able to hold that if we lose the beach and the
  water in front of the beach, which is shallow, white
  and sandy and has been that way for over 100 years,
  by putting artificial reefs there.
           I firmly believe living shorelines are
  fantastic, but not for everywhere.  My recommendation
  to you is that there might be a win-win.  To
  re-evaluate and perhaps revise the current proposal so
  that maybe living shorelines go on the eastern end,
  but leaving Sanders Beach and the Yacht Club on the
  central and western end alone for recreational use
  which it currently already has.  Thank you very much.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Christian Wagley followed by
  Kean Engie.
           MR. CHRISTIAN WAGLEY:  Good evening.  Welcome
  back.  We're really glad that you're here.  We really
  need your help.  We have a very sick system here.
  Our Pensacola Bay system is perhaps the most degraded
  in the entire State of Florida, and we measure that by
  the presence of sea grasses, submerged aquatic
  vegetation.  Ninety to ninety-five percent of our
  historic covers of sea grasses are gone due to the
  legacy of pollution that we have.  And without that
  habitat, it's really impossible to fully restore any
  element of our bay system without that.  So we see
  a lot of good projects on the list, but there's one
  that gives us grave concern and that is the marine
  fish hatchery, because we're kind of putting the cart
  before the horse with putting fish out before we've
  fully restored our system.
           The other issue is we decided to take a
  closer look at marine fish hatcheries and their record
  around the nation, and we find a very mixed and
  uncertain record that makes us frankly lose a lot of
  faith and a lot of trust that BP is really being held
  accountable for the damages that they've caused.  We
  looked in Alaska, where the scientists looked at the
  salmon fisheries there in Kodiak and in Prince William
  Sound, and they found that it was really the natural
  system that produced the fish and not the years of
  hatchery production like everybody thought up there.
  It was really changing ocean conditions that brought
  the fish back.  And in the end they actually ended up
  replacing many of the wild fish with hatchery fish.
  So in the end you don't really enhance the stock.
  You merely replace the wild fish with hatchery fish.
           Then we looked at California where Hubbs
  Sea World has a program that's widely considered
  successful, read magazine articles about it, everybody
  says it's working great.  But the State of California,
  when their scientists looked at it, they actually said
  you know what?  After 20 years we can't tell whether
  this is working or not.  Therefore, we don't even know
  it's working, so we can't even count it in the
  management plan for white sea bass.  So a big
  difference between public perception and then when the
  scientists take a look at it and what they actually
  find.
           Then we go to Texas.  Texas is widely
  considered the big, successful hatchery program
  everybody looks to.  The fishing is great in Texas.
  We looked at that one, and a big research paper done
  back in 2011.  Scientists look to the comprehensive
  look of the Texas program.  They've been doing this
  for 30 years down there now, releasing hatchery fish,
  red fish and sea trout mainly, and once again, they
  kind of threw their hands up in the air and said you
  know what?  We've released 600 million fish, 30 years,
  tens of millions of dollars spent, and we don't know
  if this is working or not.  We simply might just be
  replacing the wild fish with the hatchery-raised fish.
  So we're a little -- we're very concerned about that
  project.  How can we restore loss of use and hold BP
  accountable for something that's really at best
  experimental, and at worst a failure and these
  systems, these projects do not work.
           So please bring us projects in the future
  that we know will do what we need here and are
  conducive to our bay system and our waterways, which
  is to restore the habitat that we need, but further
  project to restore water quality, restore habitat.
  Just an idea of that or a taste of that is that one
  acre of sea grass, submerged aquatic vegetation, not
  emergent marsh plants like they were talking about
  propagating at the hatchery, 40,000 fish per acre in
  sea grass here on the northern Gulf Coast, and
  50 million invertebrates, all the little shrimp and
  fish and crabs that our sport fish need.  So when we
  restore our habitat and restore our quality our sport
  fish will come back.  So please come back to us with
  more of those good kind of good projects that we can
  all feel good about.  Thank you.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Following Kean Engie is Jeff
  Helms.  Is Mr. Engie still with us?
           (Mr. Engie was not present).
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Following Jeff Helms will be
  Robert Turpin.
           MR. JEFF HELMS:  Good evening.  I'm Jeff
  Helms.  I'm with Atkins.  We were hired by Santa Rosa
  County to kind of help them with the navigation of the
  RESTORE process.  You know how complicated and so many
  different buckets there are, specifically the direct
  component.  I wasn't planning on speaking today, but
  there was an organization that I have tremendous
  respect for, the Audubon of Florida, is opposing one
  of the projects that Santa Rosa County was supporting.
  I just wanted to remind everybody, I know you've been
  going at this for three and a half, four years, a lot
  of energy and compassion.  For the folks in Santa Rosa
  County, the citizens, the Navarre Beach folks have
  been going at it for over 14 years planning this
  project.  If you remember, it's had three different
  names:  Navarre Beach State Park, the Navarre Beach
  County Park, and the Navarre Beach Marine Park.  It's
  evolved over the years.
           To bring you back to the very beginning,
  this property was owned by the taxpayers of Santa Rosa
  County citizens, it was county property, and they made
  a bold decision to convert this into a state park and
  they gave the property to the DEP for development.
  That was bold.  I know a lot of developers that wanted
  this pristine beach property developed.  And I
  compliment that county and that board of county
  commission back in the day for doing that.  It's been
  tremendous.  Three thousand, four thousand students,
  you heard that earlier.  My kids are one of the
  students that go through that park.  We go there just
  as often as we can.
           Now, my concern is that we won't pursue this
  project forward.  When it was a state park, when it
  was being developed and designed, that particular
  park, the Gulf beach walkover was included as part of
  the plans.  So -- and I hear everybody saying, well,
  no one has had an opportunity to address, or the
  public has not had an opportunity to address the
  project.  But there's been numerous public meetings on
  this project for many years.  In fact, you go to the
  Navarre Beach Marine Science Web site, they've had a
  newsletter every month since 2009 updating everybody
  with everything, with the fund raising and everything,
  and the passion and the blood and sweat that's been
  put in to develop this park.
           I just want to encourage you to move forward,
  because I think we can do it and make it ADA
  accessible and meet the comments that you heard
  tonight.  I think we can do it right and work with the
  Florida Audubon group, because I think it's important
  to channel folks across and this was the last spot to
  channel folks across to the beach to complete the
  original project 14 years ago.  So I think we can work
  a win-win on this.  So just take that into account.
  I think there is a solution to the issues that they
  present, but I think it's very much a worthwhile
  project for the passionate folks that are working at
  Navarre Beach Center and the rest of the folks down
  there.  So with that, thank you very much.
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Robert Turpin.
           MR. ROBERT TURPIN:  Thank you.  And like
  Jeff, I wasn't really planning on talking.  I planned
  to listen tonight, and I did a lot of listening, as
  you have, and it really underscored something that
  I've been hearing since the days of the oil spill when
  I hear from our community that were really concerned
  about our environment and the water that we put
  ourselves in, that we put our children in, the water
  we take our fish from.  And the BP oil spill in some
  ways really did something beneficial for our
  community.  Number one, it made us recognize what we
  have and what we have to lose.  And in this process
  tonight what you heard is a lot of people that are
  extremely passionate about certain projects that they
  support.
           I want to also say to the people that are
  here today or tonight, we have to support each other,
  because there is no magic bullet.  I saw a lot of
  projects and there was not one that stood out to me as
  the magic bullet.  Certainly water quality is one
  thing that we've got to get right, and the commitment
  of all the stakeholders and all the trustees to work
  hard through not just NRDA, because there's not enough
  money, we know that, there's not enough money.  If you
  put 100 percent of NRDA money towards water quality,
  you still couldn't do it.  We've got to make good,
  wise decisions with RESTORE, we've got to leverage
  other moneys, we've got to do it right, and all of
  this will come together.  But we have to support the
  entire range of kinds of projects, the human use, the
  environmental.  Certainly the water quality and the
  sea grasses, those two are inextricably linked.
           Another thing that you heard tonight here is
  some of the frustration that the public -- they don't
  feel like they've been engaged throughout the process.
  We know that the NRDA has been somewhat a bit of
  a mystery, because the pros will go and then there's a
  number of years and you don't hear anything, then all
  of a sudden decisions have been made.  So I think with
  good communication we can eliminate those problems in
  the future.
           But again, I want to thank you-all, I want to
  thank the people that are here tonight, and I want to
  encourage everybody to work together.  If you don't
  support a hatchery but you support sea grasses, we all
  need to support water quality, So we need to work
  together.  Again, no magic bullet, but if you take all
  the projects that we can do, put them together, we can
  solve the problem.  One brick doesn't make a wall, but
  with enough projects and the right kind of places, and
  then on one final note, and we all know, it's the
  implementation.  We can have the best design projects,
  all the right money.  It's got to be implemented
  right.  So I would encourage everyone to work towards
  that.  And thanks again for coming tonight. .
           MR. FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  Are there any
  others who would like to make verbal comment at this
  time?  Please simply raise your hand and we'll get a
  blue card right to you.  Are there any others who
  would like to make verbal comment at this time?
           I wanted to remind you that there are several
  ways to make your comments:  Verbally tonight; you can
  go online until February 19; you can take one of these
  forms and mail it in, and the address is on this form.
  And just remember that date.
           I want to thank the trustees and the trustee
  representatives for your ongoing participation in this
  process.  I also want to remind you of the handouts,
  the subject matter experts that will be here when I
  conclude this meeting.  And I also want to note that
  we also have a gentlemen with us, Mr. Kevin Chapman
  from the Department of the Interior who is an
  archaeologist.  He would like to get some of that
  information from you when it comes to cultural and
  historic resources.  And so he will be at the sign
  that says "cultural resources."  So on behalf -- I've
  got a hand up.
           MS. K. A. REED:  Did I suggest that we eat
  lionfish?
           MR. FRANKLIN:  For the record, the young lady
  said eat lionfish.  So on behalf of the trustees and
  trustee representatives, we thank you for your
  participation tonight.  The meeting is adjourned.
  
               (WHEREUPON, the proceedings were
               concluded at 9:10 p.m.)
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